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Collins names
MSU Regents
this morning
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Irma LaFollette of Murray
and William E. Beasley of
Paducah have been appointed to
the Murray State Board of
Regents by Gov. Martha Layne
Collins.
Collins made the appointments Wednesday night, according to press secretary Hank
Lindsey. LaFollette and Beasley
will serve until March 31, 1990 on
the 10-member board, Lindsey
said. They replace regents B.M.
Westberry of Marion and Robert
Lawton of Central City,
respectively.
LaFollette', as a county .resident and a woman, and Beasley
as an MSU graduate, fulfill
those particular characteristics
Collins was reportedly looking
for in her appointments. There
were no women or local
residents on the board, and only
two MSU graduates. As
Republicans, they also fulfill the
state requirement that no more
than four governor-appointed
regents on a board be of the
same party.
LaFollette, of 808 N. 20th St.,
has lived in Murray 20 years and
Is the wife of the late Dr. A.C.
LaFollette, who initiated the
MSU speech and hearing program and taught here for eight
years. In her 70s, LaFollette

▪

taught English for 25 years at
Ohio University and before that
at Claremont Colleges in
California. She also taught briefly in Murray public schools during World War H. She is a
graduate of the University of
Missouri and Ohio University,
and did research at Yale.
LaFollette is chairman of the
Murray Housing Authority,
president of the American Heart
Association Kentucky Affiliate,
Paris district president of the
United Methodist Women and a
member of the church board,
past president of the Murray
Woman's Club and past
woman's'club district governor.
"I feel highly honored, but I
have a great responsibility
which I hope I can live up to,"
LaFollette said Thursday morning. She expressed her "great
appreciation for all my friends
who I think bombarded the
governor with letters."
LaFollette said she wants to
consult with President Kala
Stroup before the board's next
meeting and "set some goals in
keeping with her goals." She added she wants to cooperate with
university faculty. She said she
has her own goals for MSU but
felt it would be inappropriate to
elaborate on them yet.
Beasley, 41, of 2061 Natchez
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger S.'
Times by 5:30 p.m. MondayFriday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday
are urged to call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m and 4 p.m. Saturdays.

TOURING THE PLANT L Dick Fotsch (second from left),
manager of the new Briggs and Stratton plant to be located in
Murray, toured the old Tappan building Wednesday with other ,
Briggs and Stratton executives to make preliminary renovation
plans. Talking here with Fotsch, Bill Rudolph (left) and Noel
Schuster (third from left) are Buddy Buckingham, president of

Massey contender for wildlife seat
Mike Boatwright, Paducah,
led in the balloting process Tuesday evening as sportsmen in
Kentucky 1st Wildlife District
chose their nominations for
commissioner.
Murrayan Hugh Massey placed a close second with 328 votes,

Mostly clear tonight. Lows
In the mid to upper 50s. Light
winds. Sunny, breezy and
very warm Friday. Highs in
the mid to upper 80s. South
winds 10 to 20 mph.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Saturday through Monday
calls for a chance for
thunderstorms on Sunday.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
359.2
Barkley Lake
359.2

the Economic Development Corp. (right), and Steve 'tea, executive vice president of the Chamber of Commerce (back to
camera). Briggs and Stratton is not yet taking applications for
wage employees, and has not determined when it will begin accepting applications.
Staff photo by Charles honey

ed hunter or fisherman who has
been a resident of the district for
two consecutive years is eligible
to vote in the commission
nomination process.
James E. Bass, Rt. 2, Gilbertsville, received 173 votes. James
Dillon, Calvert City, received 12

only 59 short of Boatwright's 387.
Boatwright held the post of commissioner during the 1976-80
term.
About 900 sportsmen turned
out at North Marshall Junior
High School to participate in the
nomination process. Any licens-

Deadlines nearing for planting crops
that will receive full insurance coverage
Late June will see the _final
planting dates for insured grain
sorghum and tobacco in
Calloway County, according to
Oneal Mock, district director for
the Federal Crop Insurance
Corporation.
Grain sorghum insured by
FCIC (or by a private compamny reinsured by FCIC) must be
planted by June 25 and reported
by July 15 to receive full crop insurance coverage, said Mock.
Tobacco must be planted by

mal crop to be produced. Crops
initially planted after the dates
are not insurable unless a late
planting agreement is signed by
the final planting date, Mock
said.

June 30 and reported by July 15
to receive full ebverage.
Acreage planted after June 25
or June 30, respectively, should
also be reported on the July 15
acreage report (In the
"remarks" section) as being
planted too late for insurance
coverage, according to the
FCIC.
The final planting dates are
the latest established by, the
FCIC to plant and expect a nor-

Farmers wishing to discuss
local conditions, such as excessive moisture, that may affect planting should -contact
their local authorized crop insurance agent as soon as
possible.

votes. Red Triplett, Murray,
was added to the list of noininees
after sportsmen were intiormed
that five nominees were required to make the process conform to state law. He received
no votes but, according to law,
(Cont'd on page 2)

Tonight's featured attraction at the 25th annual
Calloway County Fair will be
a special presentation by the
Chicago Knockers, an all-girl
mud wresting team. Ringside
seats are $6 with grandstand
admission for adults set at $4.
Children ages six to 11 are admitted for $2 and children
under six are admitted free.
Admission to the fairgrounds
is free in celebration of this
silver anniversary event.

Local superintendents are opposed to suitwork with them in a cooperative
By CHARLES HONEY
of public schools. Inequitable
endeavor," said Jeffrey. "It's
Staff Writer
funding among school districts
going to be a longer process, but
If a group of Kentucky
prevents some of them from proI think it's the only process to
superintendents decides to sue
viding adequate programs, the
work through."
the state over inadequate school
group maintains.
State Superintendent of Public
funding, they probably won't get
Rose and Jeffrey share the
Instruction Alice McDonald
much support from Murray or
group's perturbation over the
recently urged school officials
Calloway County.
state's financing of schools. But
not to file such a suit. Rose
Both local superintendents they part ways with the group
heard the address and basically
say they're opposed to taking
over its proposal to effect a soluagreed. Once the courts got intion through the courts.
the state's education funding
volved in Stich a case, he said,
"Efforts need to be made at
problems into the courts. The
they could end up "stirring a lot
way to go, difficult as it is, equalization for ,school children
should be through the
in the state," Rose acknowledg- of other local issues" and infrlegislature, in the view of Mur- ed. "I do not feel that in the past, inge on local control of schools.
He cited the court's handling of
ray's Robert Olin Jeffrey and
particularly in Kentucky, matters that involved school funding school merger and busing in JefCalloway's Jack Rose.
and school organization have ferson Cotinty as "a prime exThe steering committee of the
ample of what the courts can
Council foe Better Education, a. been enhanced by the courts.
"I do not, have the confidence do" — and he wasn't speaking in
group of five superintendents,
has asked school b?ards to con- In our courts to run school a positive sense.
The alternative, Rose feels, is
sider pledging u_p_to 50 cents per
business," Rose added. "And I
a strong "grass-roots effort" to
possible suit • don't think people want the
c4iict.-to finanil
against lite 'legislature. The courthte-run their setrudis:" ---_:,12121211Utinirats an unmistakable
group charges the .General • "The legislators are the ones message to legislators. That efwho are going to make the laws . fort Should inoiude groups such
Assembly is not fulfilling the
that are going to affect educa- as the Kentucky School Board
state's constitutional mandate
Association, the 4 Kentucky
tion, and I think we ought to
to provide an "efficient" system

Education Association, parent:
teacher organizations, the state
Chamber of Commerce, and
others, he says.
"These people all need to join
hands and work with people in
the local districts, and get the
legislature to look at the
seriousness of school finance in
this state. We're coming into a
dire need situation."
Rose was a member of a
statewide task forceothat studied
,school financing for former
state superintendent Raymond
Barber. The group recommended equalizatibn of state funding,
but Rose said that as far as ke
can tell, "that study has
primarily been ignored."
The task force recommended
equalization of, funding among
school districts based on a property tax rate of 25 or 35.ceriaper dollar. That rate could be
met using any kind of local
taxes, Rose explained. The -cur-

rent minimum is 15 cents per
dollar of property tkix only......
One of the problefhs of the present system, Rose said, is that
wealthier districts with high
property values will generate
more money per pupil using the
same tax rate as a poorer
district. Equalization would use
state money to make up the difference between wealthier and
poorer districts' local revenue
per pupil.
The state's power equalization
program is intended to close
that revenue gap, but is not adequate, some superintendents
charge. Rose"says the state is
supposed to equalize • funding
among districts based on the
15-cent tax rate, but actually
equalizes only about half that, or
7 to 8 cents on the dollar.
*---fr-111i-itiltisliture does notultimately deal with equalization, it may be that some
distritts will feel compelled to
go (to the courts)," Rose said.

Both Rose and Jeffrey think a
special session of the General
Assembly may be in order to
tackle the school funding problem. but only if the legislative
and executive branches are
ready to get something done
together.
"If a special session can be
called in time to be able to do
something in the immediate
future, I would say yes ( to
holding the session)," Jeffrey
said. "It should not be called till
they're quite sure they're willing'to do something. I don't think
they 'should just go up there to
rehash and re-discuss."
Rose concurred: "The governor and the legislature are going
to have to -get together, look at
the issues and what's the best ,
way-la —SO!** ttliiiiirrvite-tem* - have a special session. I don't
want the same thing to happen
in special session as happened in
the regular session."
•
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Summer Reading Program offered
Children from Calloway County will be given the opportunity
.to join the Kentucky Reading
Team this summer by registering for the Summer Reading
Program at the Calloway Co.
Public Library. Summer
readers will receive special
materials identifying them as
members of the official Kentucky Reading Team (ICRT).
The theme this year is inspired
by the Summer Olympics. .
Registration for the program
will be the week of June 1-8 at
the library during library hours.
Children just out of grades one
through six ar4 eligible to participate. Pre-schoolers may join
by -registering with a reading
panther.
The library is participating in
'a statewide effort to promote
weekly realing habits while
school is not in sesrlion. According to Margaret Trevathan,
Library Director, "Statistics indicate that children in the third
grade loose as much as four
months progress in reading

Nominadons
picked...
(Cont'd from page 1)
could still be named'
commissioner.
One of the five nominees will

MSU
regents...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Lane, Paducah. is a 1965 MSU
graduate, as is his wife. A native
of Henderson County, • he is
president and owner of Kentuck' Hydrapower, Inc., an industrial equipment firm. An fit ., he has been a suplive alumnus
porter of MSU athletic programs and has helped establish
academic scholarships. He is a
member of Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity.
Beasley said his serving on the
board will be a '.'learning experience" and that he looks forward to working with the
regents and Dr. Stroup. He

skills .4 hen they do not read dui ing the summer vacation."
"However," she continued,
"children who read at least six
books over the summer, gain an
average of .2 grade equivalent."
Special summer activities

LaDon Dowdy Travis
Program Coordinator

which will run through June
11-July 25 will be held every
Wednesday from 4-5 p.m. LaDon
Dowdy Travis will announce a
schedule of the activities in the
near future.
Children enrolled in the program will keep a record of books
read and report to the library
once a week where a progress
chart will be kept. Those who
-read on the (irst and second
grade level should submit a twosenttnce report of the books
read and those who are in the
third grade through sixth grade
should submit a half-page report
or more. A recommended
reading list will be given to the
contestants upon request. All
participants who read at least
six books will receive a certificate of achievement at the
end of tlie six-week program and
prizes will be awarded to those
who read the most.
Children may begin counting
their books read starting June 8.
The program is free and is open
to all children.

be appointed to the post of commissioner by Gov. Martha
Layne Collins. The new commis-.
sioner will succeed Henry S.
Fritz Jr., Trigg County, whose
four-year term expires Aug. 13.
Although Boatwright's appointment is anticipated based
on the fact that he received the

most votes it is not certain.
Boatwright drew the most
votes in the 1980 nomination session but Gov. John Y. Brown appointed Fritz, who was runnerup in the balloting.
In addition to -selecting
nominees, sportsmen Tuesday
evening discussed — and
unanimously opposed — the

became acquainted with Stroup
soon after she came to MSU,and
siad "I especially like the idea
that she's continuing with a
regional concept for the
university."
Beasley said he feels his
responsibility as a regent is "not
to be involved in the day-to-day
activities of the school, but
primarily in policy decisions
and overall management decisions." He feels it is important'
MSU continue its increased involvement in economic and industrial development, because
"there is a strong correlation
between education and
economic vitality."
The appointments take effectimmediately, but no board
meetings are scheduled for the
summer. Two more board seats
are up for appointment June 30.

recently approved state budget
package calling for the transfer
of about $2.7 million over the
next two years from the Kentucky Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources to the state's
general fund.
The Kentucky Fish and
Wildlife Commission, made up
of commissioners from nine
districts, meets quarterly in
Frankfort'and is responsible for
adopting season dates, limits
and other fish and game regulations.
The 1st Wildlife District includes Ballard, Caldwell,
Calloway, Carlisle, Christian,
Crittenden, Fulton, Graves,
Hickman, Livingston, Lyon, McCracken, Marshall and Trigg
counties.

NMI V

Convoys of Dollar General Store trucks loaded
with merchandise were needed for the May con•
versions of 33 recently acquired stores, including
the former P.N. Hirsch in Murray. Ky. Trucks,

like these, were in the Murray area this month to
stock the new Dollar General Store in blympic
Plaza.

Former P.N. Hirsch store
is now Dollar General Store
porated. Through mid-summer,
they'll be converting an average
of 40 of these department stores
to Dollar General Stores every
month.
Dollar General, with headquarters in Scottsville, Kentucky (population 4,000) has
been in business for 45 years,
and in discount retailing since
1955. Most of the company's
substantial experience in opening new stores in a hurry has
come in the past few years.
In 1976, the company owned
418 stores. Today, it owns more
than 1,100.
Why the need for haste?
"That old cliche, 'time is
money,' was never truer than in
opening retail stores," Mr.
Turner said. "Every minute a
store IS closed is an expense —
rent, heat, lights and other costs
— with no income to offset the
costs."
He noted that some major
retail chains invest months in
converting a new store site.
"We have a reputation for offering the lowest discount

It's happening overnight,
right here in the Murray area.
A team of quick-change artists
have moved into the business
district. The former P.N. Hirsch
in Olympic Plaza in Murray, Ky.
Is now open for business as a
brand new Dollar General Store.
Dollar General Corporation
President Cal Turner, Jr., hung
the "quick-change artist"
nickname on these crews of
specialists. He's proud of them.
"We believe that we can convert store buildings to our format quicker than any other
retailing chain in the country,"
Mr. Turner said. "Through the
years, we've developed a technique to turn an empty building into a Dollar General Store within
four days."
4s
But this year, the company'
goal is to beat its own record
—on '280 separate occasions —
by cutting conversion time from
four days to 36 houFs.
Last fall, Dollar General purchased 280 P.N. •Hirsch,
Shainberg's and Kent's stores in
11 states from Interco Incor-

prices, so we simply can't afford
the luxury of downtown," Mr.
Turner said. "We're small town
merchants applying small town
common sense. By careful planning, coordination and willingness to burn a little midnight
oil, our quick-change artists
help protect our low price
policY."
Mr. Turner said Dollar
General Stores are any town's
"most unusual" because their
merchandise includes fully
guaranteed closeouts at prices
ap low as half of regular retail.

County fair ends
Saturday night
The. M.urray-Calloway
Jaycees are reminding local
residents that the 25th annual
Calloway County Fair ends
Saturday.
In observance of this silver anniversary event, parking and
admission to the Midway is free.
Special prices are being offered
for Midway attractions both Friday night and Saturday.

COME ONIE COME ALL
OfIst
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Over Twenty Exciting Rides
Friday Night
Midnight Madness
10 A.M.-1 P.M.
RIDE ALL RIDES FOR
3 FULL HOURS
10 A.M.-1 P.M.

Including These:
•Sea Dragon
•Sky Wheel
*Zipper
•Para-Trooper
'Tip-Top
•All New 75 Foot
•Oravitron
Fun House
*Venture River Ride •Scrambler
•Merry-Oo-Round
*Red Barron
'Super Slide
•Sooper Jet
•Drag011 Coaster
*Wagon Wheel

SATURDAY
1 to 6 P.M.

KID'S DAY
Kids opt. is
yours of ago

RIDE ALL RIDES
FOR 5 FULL HOURS
$
6 PER PERSON

*NA
VIMIAT
FREE ADMISSION TO MIDWAY•FREE PARKING
7.1717—
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'This Annual Event!
•
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FAIRGROUNDS
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•

Saturday
Open 1 P.M. to Midnight
Carnival Closes
Midnight Saturday
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PERSPECTIVE
Prudent pruning

3
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Although educators seldom agree on specific
reforms to improve the nation's schools, most of
them concede that removing incompetent
classroom instructors is a good place to begin.
That's easy enough to do with probationary
teachers who don't perform but what about
tenured teachers who are picking up their
paychecks under false pretenses? Many school administrators say, short of a morals charge that
will stick, it's virtually impossible to dislodge
these impostors because of a laborious and costly legal process discouraging formal dismissals.
A diligent administrator can, of course, remove
a problem teacher, but the delicate operation requires an assiduous accounting .of the subject's
shortcomings. Even then, the administrator is apt
to be confronted by a tenacious teachers' union
every step of the way. Little wonder, then, that so
many incompetent instructors keep their jobs.
There are, however, encouraging signs that
things are improving on the gchool front. A recent
report from the Institute for Research on Educational Finance and Government at Stanford
University indicates an increasing number of concerned principals are pressuring inept instructors
to depart voluntarily raker than filing formal
charges against them.
Last year, for example, administrators in 100
California school districts acknowledged they had
each quietly forced the resignations of at least one
tenured teacher in their district who wasn't doing
the job. One superintendent reported the removal
of seven inept instructors from his school system
during the last two years without recourse to formal hearings. Nearly every administrator polled
agreed that a personal appeal to the teacher concerned was preferable to the emotional ordeal of
a dismissal proceeding.
Such tactic's are anathema to the teachers'
unions that have labored mightily to make it so
difficult to dismiss incompetent instructors. Still,
the pruning method is less important than the fact
that it be done equitably and effectively. Otherwise, public schools will never -regain the confidence of taxpayers who are rightfully disturbed
at the diminishing return on their educational
investment.

looking back
Ten years ago
Commencement exercises for both Murray
High and Calloway County High Schools were
conducted last night. Murray graduated 138
seniors and Calloway graduated 190 seniors.
Stuart Poston, administrator, and David
Walker, medical technologist, of the MurrayCalloway County. Hospital explained the new
volunteer blood plan to members'of the Murray
Kiwanis Club last night at the Murray Woman's
Club House.
Births reported include a boy to Lt. and Mrs.
William Bryant on May 28.
Installed as officers of the Murray Woman's
Club were Mrs. A.C. La Follette, Mrs. Sam
Knight, Mrs. Donald E. Jones, Mrs. Haron West,
Mrs. Charles Hoke and Mrs. Donald Burchfield.
Twenty years ago
Kathleen Madrey, Connie Hopkins and Gary
Ezell will be Calloway County's delegates to the
annual Fontana 4-H Resources Development
Conference in North Carolina, June 1-5. They will
be accompanied by Ernest Madrey, county 4-H
club leader.
Commencement exercises for the 1964
graduating class of Murray College High School
will be June 2 in the Murray State College
Auditorium. Dr. Ralph Tesseneer, dean of
graduate studies at Murray State College, will be
the speaker.
Mrs. Celia Crawford was honored.by members
of the Murray Faculty Club after her retirement
as third grade teacher at Robertson Elementary
School. She has taught for 47 years in the city and
county schools.
Marsha Hendon, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Ed Hendon and a junior at Calloway County High
School, has been selected to attend an Institute
on International Relations, July 8 to 17, on the
University of Louisville campus.
Thirty years ago
Calloway County Officials said an effort is being made to organize a group to go to Frankfort
to protest the tai raise given Calloway County by
the Kentucky State Tax Commission. This protest will be made before the Tax Commission at.
Frankfort on June 2.
Mrs. Sanders Miller of Murray attended the
Fourth Quadrennial Assembly of the Woman's
Society of Christian Service of the Methodist
Church held May 25 to 28 at Milwaukee, Wis.
J.O. Reeves is conservation officer for the
state of Kentucky in this area.
Kynosis McClure caught 28 crappie while
fishing on Kentucky Lake.
A special story written about Murray which
appeared in an issue of The Commercial Appeal,
Memphis, Tenn., is reprinted today in The
Ledger & Times. The writer, George Harmon,
had visited the area interviewing local people including Mayor George Hart before writing the
story.

Mirrray Ledger & Times
WALTER L. APPERSON. President,
Editor 8z Publisher
TED DELANEY,Circulation & Production
Manager
RICK ORR, Advertising Manager
BOB TAYLOR, Classified Manager
ALICE ROUSE. Business Office Manager

8U13SCRI1'TION RATN:S In areas served by
carriers. $3 75 per month, payable in advance.
By mall in Calloway County and to Benton. Hardin. Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington. Ky,.. and
Parts. Buchanan and PciryeaV. Tn.. $29 50 per
year By mall to other destinations $4750 per
•
year
------X41-r.0.04,106.10.1111111• of. the--nowspaipor
phone 753-1016.
The Murray Ledger & Times is a member of..,
Associated Press. Kennicky l`ress Association
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news originated by The Murray Ledger & Times
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garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott

Baseball has come a long way in Murray
since its first American Legion team in "39
In 1939, John Trotter was working at the Murray Milk Products
Company. Today, it is known as the
Ryan Milk Company' A friend,
Ralph Wear, was a linotype
operator at The Murray Ledger &
Times plant on North 4th Street.
Another friend, Harry Sledd, was
the Murray postmaster.
The year before, Sledd had been
the manager of a team for young
Murray boys who had played
baseball under the sponsorship of
the Murray Rotary Club, playing
games here and there wherever
they could find some opposition.
John had played a lot of baseball
already in his life, having played
on the first baseball team — as well
as the first basketball team — that
Austin Peay State University ever
had at Clarksville, Tenn. He loved
the game, just as he does today.
-- One day he came up with an idea.
Why not, he asked Ralph and
Harry, organize an American
Legion baseball team in Murray?.
They met and decided to give it a
try, starting with the boys Sledd
had managed on the Rotary Club
team.
That was 45 years ago, John still
has a copy of the team's certificate
of entry to participate in the
American Legion junior baseball
competitions as issued by the National Americanism Commission of
the Legion in Indianapolis.
Listed on it are the 15 players
making up that very first
American Legion team in Murray,
their birthdays and the high school

they were attending. All were going to Murray High with exception
of one, Hugh Perdue, who was going to the Murray State Teachers
College Training School.
Beside each one's signature and
street address is the print of his
right forefinger.
Trotter was listed as the
manager of the team. Bryan Tolley
,was the Post Commander, and the
certificate was certified by Sledd
as the Legion's local athletic officer. It was signed and notorized
by Luther Dunn.
•

•

•

In addition to who played second
base, the other players were Ray
Nelson Waggoner, first base;
Palmer Outland, catcher; George
Edward Jones, centerfield; Burl
Cunningham, right field; Paul
Cuchanan, a'right-handed pitcher;
Buist Scott, utility and outfield;
Thomas Farley, shortstop; Gene
Brewer, outfield; M.D. Thompson,
third base; Billy Ross, utility infielder; Lubie Veal, Jr., outfield;
Joe Pat Ward, shortstop; Bobby
Garrison and Gene Patterson, both
outfielders.
The boys had no uniforms. That
was unheard of in those days. But
they went out and sold ads and
solicited contributions from local
merchants and business people until they had enough money to outfit
the team.
John took the money to Paducah
and to Ted Campbell at Campbell's
Sporting Goods store
.and bought a

letters to the editor

complete uniform for everyone on
the team. This is the same Campbell's Sporting Goods store and the
same Mr. Campbell who announced just the other day that the store
was closing after all these years.
• • •
One of the team's first games
was played at Benton, where they
were soundly defeated. They had
no way to get to Benton, until
another supporter, Shelby Davis,
Sr., who operated a Standard Oil
bulk plant on the railroad, took the
tank off one of his trucks, loaded
the boys on it and took them to Benton for the game.,

with a crack like a pistol shot, hit
one of the Mayfield boys in the
head. He dropped like a polled ox,
as cold as a cucumber. It was the
pitcher, a boy by the name of
Blalock.
They worked over him for a few
minutes and brought him around
with a bucketful of cold water in
the face. He sat up, shook his head,
got up, walked around a bit and
then proceeded to pitch the whole
game. "Every time I came up,
though, he'd walk me!" Joe Pat
laughed. "I guess he was afraid I
would hit him again!"
They were playing the same
team on another occasion in the
While they were playing, Mr.
Kitty League park in, Mayfield.
Davis also went out and bought a
When they got a look at the
bunch of watermelons. On the way
Mayfield
pitcher, a rather thin, lithome, they stopped, cut and ate
tle fellow, they didn't think they
them. Joe Pat Ward remembers
would have any trouble with him.
the exact spot — right across the
But he fooled them. He threw
highway from where Benton
curves at them all afternoon.
banker Hailer Morgan lives today.
"Why, I don't believe we ever got
Joe Pat remembers another incione out of the infield!" Joe Pat
dent involving the team. One day
chuckled.
they were playing the Mayfield
• • •
team on the Murray High field, the
Today,
John
Trotter is retired
same one where his grandsons,
from the Murray Water & Sewer
Mitch and Rick Grogan, pitch toCompany, where he rose to
day for the Murray High Tigers.
superintendent. Ralph Wear lives
in Paducah, having retired after
The Murray boys were taking
many years with The Paducah Sun,
batting practice with Joe Pat takand Harry Sledd is deceased.
ing. his cuts at the plate. The
Perdue, who became prinoipal of
Mayfield team was just.off the left
a school at Wilmington, Del„ also
field line throwing the ball around
is deceased.
among themselves waiting their
Waggoner is a professor at"Norturn to take the field.
thern Kentucky University and has
Suddenly, one of'Joe Pat's shots
a doctor's degree. Outland had
flew down the third base line, and
retired after driving a Greyhound
bus for more than 40 years without
a chargeable accident.
Jones holds a high, responsible
position with the Chevron Oil people and lives in New Orleans. Cunningham's family moved to Detroit
in the early 1940s, and the fellows
have lost track of him.
Joe Pat is vice-president and
cashier of the. Bank of Murray.
Paul Buchanan lives in Murray,
having worked for many years
with the Murray Water & Sewer
Company,And novraftnitratFisher
Price.
Scott is a retired pharmacist and
still lives in Murray. They've also
lost track of Farley, who once lived
in Nashville before teaching school
in southeast Georgia. Brewer lives
in Chattanooga, where he retired
from TVA.
Thompson's whereabouts also
are unknown. Ross is head of the
Department of Journalism at
Texas Tech University at Lubbock,
where he has been for a long time.
Garrison recently retired from
IBM and is living in Atlanta,
although he plans to move back to
Murray. Patterson also is retired
after many years with a major oil
company and lives at Germantown, Tenn., near Memphis.
Veal, who played both baseball
and basketball at Murray High,
went on to become head grounds
keeper at the Cincinnati Reds'
Riverfront Stadium for a number
of years before going to Chicago for
a similar position with the Cubs.
• • •
A whole string of fine American
Legion teams have followed that
first, 1939 team, but the oldtimers
never huddle to talk about them
without mentioning the 1956 Legion
team, which Veal coached.
Each day brings changes which
It went all the way to the national
brighten or tarnish. They
championship tournament. It also
are being molded by events that
was the first Little League team
occur, because children
formed in Murray in 1949, and the
will learn regardless of whether
boys played together all the way
or not they have been
througli high school. Dub Russell
taught — to survive.
was their high school coach in 1956
When they lost 4-3 to Newport
Thus, children are like jewels
Catholic in the final,s of the state
which need constant care
championship- tournament.
and polish. Although, they are
Dick Stout was the catcher;
never to be owned.
Tommy Rushing the firstbaseman;
Since, we have them only for a
Tommy Wells, the pitcher and who
time, it must be well.
later signed with the Dodgers; Joe
spent in nurturing at home.
Farmer Orr, shortshop; Nelson
Shroat, left field; Bob pillington,
Even then, it cannot be known
center
field; and Dale Alexander,
the direction or shape their
right field.
heart and mind will take.
These seven boys went on to MurSo, parents can only structure
ray State and were starters as
and mold, as best they can,
from what they know — their sophomores on Coach Johnny
Reagan's team that won the Ohio
KEEPSAKES for a time.
Sincerely yours, Valley Conferenece championship
In 1958.
Dottie McCuiston
They also had five other teamRt. 4
mates on the American Legion
Murray, Ky. 42071
team when it went to the national
tournament at Wilmington, N.C.
These were Ted Billington, Jerry
Buchanan, Larry Jetton, Glen
(Bull) Brewer and Dan Pugh.
• • •
By, ken %%nit
So, when you go out to the city .
This §tatement.was first made by
thc seventeenth-century letter* park and see all those fellows —
from little (nes barely waist high
viler Madame de Sevigne:
on up — all decked out in complete,
_The heart has.Jui_alrink,lea.
Someone omoat
Aate4A13.41.401o._-- • clean baseball uniforms-having the
-Ernie of dri1r lives, you can think as
bumper -sticker which senior
I did the other night.
citizens could place on their bumper
Baseball has come a long way in
opposite, the one w hall reads: ''Let
Murray spice that first American
me tell you about my grEindLegion-team in 1939.
tuldren7"

Watching students achieve_ satisfying
CHARACTER
It is finished from substances
often tiny and minute.
Blends and mixtures of priceless
unchipped stones which
must be instilled to have value
and worth.
All come shiny and new, yet
unstructed into a definitive
shape, as only time and experience will reveal the true
price,. or yield.

To The Editor,
There have been many news
reports on high School graduates
recently. It is satisfying to learn of
the achievements and potentials of
these young adults. It can be
assumed that parents have been
supporting them 100 percent
throughout their lives. This kind of
parenting involves self-sacrifices,
as they teach, shape, and watch,
character mold's develop.

Writer wants to see the show
To The Editor,
May I please express my opinion
about an incident that happened to
me on the night of the Lyndia
Cochran Dance Recital? I attended
the recital after working all day,
just as many others did. We were
tired, but when children perform
we make an extra effort to be
there. I went to see my grand-

daughter perform. When her group
came out to perform their second
dance I could see fine. Just after
the dance started, a large man
stood up, at his seat, in front of me,
my sister and brother-in-law, and
I'm sure, many other people who
were trying to see the children at
that end of the stage. He stayed
standing during almost the entire
performance of the dance. I finally
said, "sit down," in a loud whisper
and he sat down. Not before I had
missed seeing the cartwheel and a
lot of the other part of the dance.
I guess he will enjoy his pictures,
and I'm sure he saw the dance, but
I certainly didn't, and the view of
his back-side was definitely not
what I went to see.
Next year. Mr. Whoever-you-are.
please, stay--heme-c;=teist back of
me. If Angie dances, I prefer to see
her.
Thank You,
Margaret Scarbrough
1711 West Olive
Murray, Ky. 42071

The Murray I,edger & Times i I iSPS 308-700
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
every aftern on except Sund.
ays. July 4.
Chi-la/trines
lliy.
New
Years Ilay
and
Thanksgiving
y by Mursay Newspapers Inc .
1001 Whitnell 1/r . Murray. Ky 42071. Second
Class Postage Paid at Murray. Ky. 42071
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City workers
are appreciated
To The Editor,
I wanbtto express my thanks to
the Murray City Street Dept. for
the fine work the two men did in
cleaning the banks of the ditch on
Loch Lomond Drive- TneLr work Is
to be commended. It was the finest
that could be done. It was certainly
needed.
Sincerely yours,
Mrs. Harold Speight
Murray, Ky.

thoughts in season
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MURRAY TODAY
DATEBOOK
Open meeting Monday
Weight Watchers will host an open meeting
Monday night at the First Presbyterian Church
at 16th and Main streets. Wanda Wright. assistant director of the Weight Watchers franchise
for Kentucky and southern Indiana. will be the
featured speaker. Wright has been associated
with Weight Watchers for over 15 years and has
been successful in maintaining a 113-pound
weight loss. The meeting is set to begin at 6 p.m.
for regular and new members to begin weighing.
The guest speaker will begin her address at approximately 7 p.m. Everyone is invited to attend.

June 2, with the cost being $10 per couple. In
charge of arrangements will be Jan and Butch
Seargent, Judy and Larry Krouse. Emily and
Mark Miller, Tom and Leta Rushing and Ed and
Judy Carroll.

Golf planned Friday
Twilight golf will be Friday. June 2, at 5:30
p.m. at the Murray Country Club. Snacks will be
provided. Persons may come and be paired at
the tee. Jerry and Ethelene McCallon are
chairmen of the Friday event__

Moose plans benefit
A special benefit for Billy Ray Travis who has
been a patient at_ Le__ _Bonhow: rhildren's
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn., will be on Friday,
June 1, from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. at the Murray
Moose Lodge No. 2011. Music will be by the Fire
Mountain Band. Craig Hargrove will be in
charge of the event which will include dancing,
raffles, food and fellowship.

Calvary plans events.
Calvary Missionary Baptist Church, located
southwest of Coldwater on •Bazzell Cemetery
Road, will have its annual homecoming.,ori Sunday. June 3, starting with Sunday School at 10
a.m. The Rev. Vester Moreland will speak- at 11
a.m. with a basket dinner to follow. A gospel
singing featuring the Hallelujah Singers will be
On the afternoon. The pastor, the Rev. C.W.
Jackson. invites the public to attend.

Camera club

meet

The Murray-Calloway County Camera Club
will meet Monday, June 4, at 7 p.m. in the Annex
of Calloway County Public Library. Margaret
Terhune will show slides on composition. All
members and interested persons are invited.

School starts M.ondav
Seventh and-Poplar Church of Christ will have
its 1984 Vacation Bible School starting Monday.
June 4, and continuing through Friday, June 8.
Classes for all ages with an attended nursery Will
be from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. each morning. John
Dale will teach the adult class and Bob Haley
will_direct_the_teen-class: A-bus runninga-plann:- ed route will be available for those needing
transportation:

Book group will meet
•

The Adult Great Books Discussion Group will
meet Monday. June 4, at 7 p.m. at the Calloway
Countynrubtier LibrarrDr. William Hart will be
the leader for the discussion of the book, The
Hunter Artist by Franz Kafka. All persons who
have read the book are invited to take part in the
discpssion. Persons are asked to note the change
in meeting date.

Club party Saturday
A '50s" and '60s Party at the Murray Country
Club will be from 8 p.m. to midnight on Saturday.

Moody attends meeting
The Rev..G.T7 Moody, associate pastor of the
First Baptist Church, recently attended the spring meeting of the trustees of the Clear Creek
Baptist School at Pikeville. The school is a
theological education school for adults and was
organized in 1926.

Singles plan potluck

'Tonight
is what it means
to be young.

The Singles Group of First Baptist Church will
have fra potluck luncheon on Sunday. June 3,
following the morning worship service at the
lower shelter at the Murray-Calloway County
Park. Activities will follow the meal.

Church plans school
The First Baptist Church will have a Vacation
Bible School starting Monday, June 4, and continuing through Friday: June 8. Classes for four
years through Grade 12 will be from 9 a.m. to
noon. A potluck supper and commencement will
be at6 p.m. Friday, June 8. For transportation or
information call the church office.

Pageants scheduled
"America's Little Miss and Mr. Pageants"
will be held Aug. 5 and 6 at the Lexington Hilton
Inn, P.O. Box 11308, Lexington. This competition
will be open to all young children and young
adults. Age divisions will be 0 to 2,3 to 5, 6 to 8,9
to 12, and 13 and up for girls and 0 to 3, 4 to Nand
.7 to 10 for boys. For information call or write
Christine Cox, 1-964-1985, P.O. Box 29995,
Louisville, Ky. 40229, or Sharon McKenzie,
1-606-523-0852, P.O. Box 1284, Corbin, Ky. 40701.

IN THE
LONE OAK
PLAZA

Marie Osmond on telethon

•

WASHINGTON (AP)
- Singer Marie Osmond
will be taking to the air
waves this weekend in a
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Burkeen, editor

telethon she hopes will
raise $16 million for
children with hearing
and speech problems.
"Last year we raised
$5.3 million. We plan to
triple that this year,"
she told reporters.
Forty minutes of each
hour of the "Children's
(Cont'd on page 5)

Grogan-Anderson wedding planned
The engagement and
approaching marriage
of Miss Jennifer Grogan
to Tim Anderson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ohs Edward Anderson, has
been announced by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
J.D. Grogan.
Miss Grogan is a 1984
graduate of Murray
High School.
She is the granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Newman Grogan
and of Mr. and Mrs.
James McKinney.
Mr. Andersonis a 1978
graduate of Calloway
County High School. He
is employed at Fisher
Price Toys.
He is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson
Hughes and of Mrs.
Laverne Anderson and
the late Oils L.
Anderson.
The wedding has been
scheduled for Saturday,
Aug. 11, at 2 p.m. at the
Cherry Corner Baptist
Church.
A reception will follow
in the church fellowship
hall.
No invitations will be
sent. All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and
the reception. •

Jennifer Grogan
and Tim Anderson to marry

Local. Acteens will attend meeting
The Acteens of the..
Blood River Ataociation
recently met at New
Zion Baptist Church.
Present were 38 Acteens
and leaders, representing Acteens groups
from Calloway and Marshall Counties.
Acteens is am
organization for girls,
12-18 years of age, under
the leadership of the
Woman's Missionary
Union of the Southern
Baptist Convention.
The theme of the pre*
gram was "Welcome to
the World of Acteens."

Church will be attending
this meeting:along with
15,000 Acteens from
across the country.
These conventions are
held every five years
and are always filled
with excitement and fun
as well as learning
opportunities.
Officers were elected

Each Acteen was
given the opportunity to
complete steps in
Studiact, an individual
achievement program.
They worked in the
areas of mission study,
mission action, mission
support and mission
organization. Many colleges give scholarships
for work completed in
this program.
The highlight of the
evening was the 'planning and discussion of the
upcoming National Acteen Convention, being
held in Ft. Worth, Texas
In July.

Sesis Wig
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COUPON CARPET SALE
— Now Until June 15th —
SAVE An Additional 5%

Western dancing banned

Off Already Everyday Discount Prices
— At —

CALVERT DISCOUNT
CARPET CENTER
Hwy.95, Main Street, Calvert City, Ky.
395-5545
Store Hours —8 A.M.-6 P.M.(Mon.-Sat.)

BRING YOUR ROOM SIZES — ALONG WITH
NEWSPAPER COUPON AND SAVE ON OVER 450
ROLLS OF
FIRST
QUALITY, IN-STOCK
MERCHANDISE!
WE STOCK SEVERAL ROLLS OF CONGOLEUM,
ARMSTRONG, TARKETT AND MANNINGTON
VINYL.
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manager of the Blue
Nile Discotheque were
sentenced to 25 lashes
, for their conviction
under Islamic law, impose d in Sudan in
September by President
Gaafar Nimeiri.
The ruling emphasized that the ban applies
to Western-style social
dancing, but does not
prohibit Sudanese tribes
from conducting ritual
dances.

IlltRAY
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_zt . Open 8:00
OliIVE 4..71-lea
IN
ic•Start 8:30
NOW OPEN EVERY NITE

SAVINGS EXCEEDING 50% ON
MUCH OF OUR INVENTORY!!
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CAIRO, Egypt (AP)
- Dancing by mixed
couples is against
Islamic teaching, a
Sudanese military court
ruled in the case of two
nightclub workers accused of "perpetrating
obscene acts," Egypt's
official news agency
reports.
The Middle East
News Agency said in a
dispatch from Khartoum, Sudan's capital,
that the owner and

WE HAVE PROFESSIONAL INSTALLERS AVAILABLE.

Mon -Fr,

-.N.
,..,
r

These officers along
with Debbie Bell, the
Acteen Associations'
Director, will be making
plans for future
meetings and special
events.

, FIFTH BIRTHDAY
- Mitzi Ann Parrish
will celebrate her fifth
birthday by attending
"Kiddie Day" at the
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair on Saturday, June 2, from 2 to 5
p.m. Several friends
will share this time with
Mitzi. She is the
daughter of L.B. and
Shirley Parrish. She has
two brothers, Toy, 19,
and Steve, 17. Her
grandparents are Mr.
Acteens from First and Mrs. Herman Witty
Baptist Church, Mur- and Mr. and Mrs.
ray, Cherry Corner Bap- Lomon Parrish, Mrs.
tist Church, and New Jewell Witty is her
Harmony Baptist great-grandmother.

Ends Tonitis•s 30. 9-26
Iceman(PG)

r

Murray; and Debbie
Norton, secretary, from
New Harmony.

Birthday
party
planned

I 30 1:111. 7:10. 9:011

FOR 11$14
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for the 1984-85 year.
They are: Carmen
Glass, president, from
Cherry Corner Baptist
Church; Dee -Dee
McGregor, vice' president, from New Harmony Baptist Church;
Denise Randolph, mission support chairman,
from First Baptist in
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The game, "Trivial Pursuit,"
seems to be sweeping Murray as
well as the rest of the country,
and it does seem like tun.
Before long some warning is
going to have to be stamped on
the new boxes, warning anyone
with mild know-it-all tendencies
— that could include many of us
— that this game is
psychologically harmful.
When you have to put up or
shut up in the game, there is no
faking.
Someone who cannot
remember the title of a Hemingway novel might as well
forget about ever again being
considered well-read by those
present.
And an individual who claims
to be a baseball whiz can see his
credibility take a precipitous dip
upon mixing up a World Series
outcome.
And though they do not come
included with the game
materials, Trivial Pursuit contests invariably feature certain
players saying "Oh, everybody
knows that" immediately after
you are asked a question that
might as well have been put to
you in Navaho.
Those on losing streaks
sometimes try to escape ridicule
with old stand-bys such as "it's
on the tip of my tongue" or "I used to know that." It doesn't really matter if they are lying
because nobody believe them
anyway.
Perhaps the best appr ach is
to play only when you are part of
a team. That way, you will have
something virtually as important as an ability to come up
with the right answers. You'll
have someone to blame when
you can't.
•
.• •
Strawberry "pickins" are
great this time of year! So, while
the season lasts, enjoy the
plump luscious fruit — served
with a dollop of whipped topping
— often.

Remember strawberris are
very perishable, so be sue to
take them straight home from
the supermarket or your local
"U-Pick" strawberry farm.
Wash, hull and slice just
before serving...or immediately
before preparing pies, shortcake
or other strawberry dessert
treats such as the Triple Layer
Parfait pictured here.
Convenient, ready-to -use
whipped topping and strawberry
gelatin make preparation of this
fresh straWberry dessert fast
and easy.

Triple Layer Parfaits
1 three -ounce package
strawberry flavored gelatin
1 cup boiling water
1 cup cold water
2 pints strawberries, cut in
half
1 eight-ounce container (3
cups) La Creme whipped topping with real cream, thawed.

Historical Society schedules event

II

Dissolve gelatin in boiling
water; add cold water. Reserve
cup gelatin mixture; let stand
at room temperature. Pour remaining gelatin mixture into six
parfait glasses or dessert
dishes. Add half of strawberries.
Chill until almost set. Fold
reserved gelatin mixture into 2
cups whipped topping. Spoon
over first layer. Chill until firm.
Top with remaining strawberries and whipped topping before
serving. Six servings.
• • •
As swimsuit weather arrives,
you may want to lose a little
weight. Often it is difficult to
select foods low in calories,
especially if you are eating in a
restaurant or from a vending
machine.
You don't have to be a slave to
calorie tables. Instead, you can
get clues about the number of
calories in an item from the
flavor and texture that sugar,
fat, fiber and water give to
foods.
If a food has one of the following characteristics, then it is
relatively low in calories:
0Thin, watery or dilute
0Bulky, fibrous or coarse
OWatery-crisp, not greasycrisp
If a food has one of the following characteristics, then it is
relatively high in calories:
OCreamy-thick, oily or
greasy-crisp
#Slick, smooth or gooey
0Sweet or sticky
#Compact or concentrated
As part of your low-calorie
diet, buy chicken, turkey, fish
veal and other lean meats.
For dessert, eat fresh fruits.
You may want to top your fruit
with low-fat, plain yogurt. Cubed melons are another summer
treat. Of course, no packaged
"convenience" food can equal
an apple for true convenience.
Raw vegetables make excellent low-calorie snacks. Arranged in groups on a platter,
serve asparagus spears, broccoli and cauliflower florets, carrot and green pepper strips, zucchini and celery sticks, and
cherry tomatoes. You may want
to serve your vegetables with a
low-fat cottage cheese dip.

President Edwin H. man, and possibly the
The Homeplace-1850 from US 68/Ky. 80 over
Graves of the Jackson distribution of the 1984 is in the southern part of the Eggners Ferry
Purchase Historical Journals by editor LBL, directly across Bridge from Aurora and
Society, has come up William E. Wilson of from the Buffalo Range. then arigh
t turn onto
(cont,d
with another first — the Sledd Creek and Water
Entrance from the the Trace at the Golden
final meeting of the Valley.
Purchase may be either
an Page 8)
1083-84 season will be
heldat the
Homeplace-1850, a Living History farm in
TVA's Land Between
the Lakes.
The date chosen is
Saturday, June 9. The
All Famous Brands
meeting will begin at 5
Missy and Jr Sizes
p.m. with an 1850's meal
Large Selection
in the Homeplace InterBuy One At Reg. Value
pretative Center.
The dinner will be
— Get The Next One
followed by Charles
Of Equal Value Or Less
Tichy, TVA Architectural historian, who will
Free.
present the results of a
study of the retained
structures within LBL,
remnants of an earlier
Price
period with many
Selected Groups Summer
buildings reflecting preSkirts, Tops,
Civil War styles.
The group will then go
Sweaters, Shirts
into the historic area of
& Suits
the farm for a special
program presented by
the Homeplace-1850
staff.
If enough members
Price
wish to do so, another
special service will be
All Ultima ll
supplied. For those who
Cosmetics
had rather not drive,
President Graves has
arranged for bus
transportation at a cost
per member of only $7.
Pick-up points would
be: Hannan Plaza in
Paducah at 2 p.m.;
First Missionary Baptist Church Parking lot
in Benton at 2:30 p.m.
and the Bus Station in
Murray at 3:15 p.m.
Members using the
bus, service will arrive
at the Homeplace-1850
at 4 p.m. and will have
an hour to visit the farm
before the meeting.
Other business includes the report of the
Nominating Committee
with Mrs. Fransuelle
Cole of Murray as chair-

Free Pants Sale

1/2

1/2

dincsanoto:st:

Osmond on event for hearing, speech...
(Ccuit'd from page 4)
Miracle Network
Telethon" will feature
national performers, including Ms. Osmond
and her brother, Donny.

telethon will be
broadcast.
All the money raised
during the 21-hour
telethon Saturday and
Sunday will go to 91

The remaining 20
minutes will feature the
accomplishments of
children's hospitals. in
the 90 television
markets in which the

hospitals around the
country, Ms. Osmond
said. The $200,000 in production costs will be
paid by corporate
sponsors.
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Couple to observe )5th anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Coleman, Rt. 2, Murray.
will observe their 25th
wedding anniversary on
Wednesday, June 6.
They were married
June 6, 1959, by the Rev.
Johnson Easley at the
Goshen United
Methodist Church.
Mrs. Coleman, the
former Rheanetta
Parker, is the daughter
of Mrs. Bessie 'Thurmond Parker and the
late Lynn Parker.
She is employed in the
Financial Aid Office at
-Murray- State
University. ,
Mr. Coleman is the
son of the late Porresi
-Coleman -and Elaine
Cunningham Coleman.
•--14e Is employed-bythePeoples Bank.
They have one
daughter,. Suzanne, a
student at Calloway
County High School. and
two sons, David,
employed at Fisher
Price Toys, and Scott, a
student at Murray State
University.- No formal celebration
is planned.

Mr. and Mrs. (hark s Colcman
FIRST FLICHT
Richard Byrd of the U.S. Navy made the first
airplane flight over the South Pole in 1929.

estertv,*zoill

firk p-ii* '-`4tNNitsal0? i;1/4
`40E't
SPECIAL

Large Bar-B-Q
Sandwich &
French Fries
Prices Good June 1-7
Convenient Drive Through Window

T.J.'s Bar-B-Q 'n' Burgers
Chestnut St.

753-0045

0%

Horse shOlA planned
Wrangler's Riding Club has received a face lift
this year with many new changes in its format.
The club, located on Van Cleve Road off
Highway 94 East, will sponsor an open show on
the first Saturday of each month, starting at-6:30
_p.m. on June 2 and ending Oct. 6.
These shows will cover a widOkariety* types
of horses and riding -styles. Ribbons and 80 per
rant payback will be awarded to six places. The
concession stand •featuring a varied menu including plate suppers will be. open. Admission
will bell per person with one horse one person
free.
Members of the'club will ride for points on the
second and third Friday of each month for end of
the year awards. The remaining Fridays will include clinics for various breeds of horses. fun
;shows and cookouts.
Membership'fees are still $3 per person or $10
per family.
. Anyone wanting to join Wrangler's
Riding Club or needing information about the
open shows may call Lois Woods at 753-4867. Ron
Talent al 753:9894- or Jenny Wood at 153-0630.

FINANCING

THAT'S RIGHT
INTEREST FREE
FINANCING

Coming C01111111111M" events listed
Thursday, May 31
Wranglers Riding
Club will have a cleanup
and business meeting at
the club grounds at 6
p.m.
---Household shower for
Mrs. Barbara Ramsey
and son, Eric, who lost
the contents of their
home by fire, will be at 7
p.m. at Brooks Chapel
United Methodist
Church.
Second
- in series of
monthly Sibling Classes
will be at 6 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. To enroll
call 753-5131, extension
338.
---Mixed doubles tennis
will be at 6 p.m. at Murray Country Club.
---Alcoholics
Anonymous and AlAnon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at
First Christian Church,
Bentoh. For information
call 753-0061, .762-3399,
753-7764, 753-5094 or
753-7663.
---Events at MurrayCalloway County
Jaycee Fair will include
Chicago Knockers(mud
wrestlers) at 7 p.m.,
along with Midway
rides and events.
--The Single Connection
will meet for discussion
at 7 p.m. in Education
Building, First United
Methodist Church. For
information call Dick at
436-2174 or Jill at
753.-1701 or 753-6654.
Friday,
- June 1
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
---Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
Christian Church.
---Round and square
dancing will be from
7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn
Grove Roller Rink.
---Greater PadUcah
Area Chapter ofParents
Without Partners will
meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, Paducah.
Twilight golf will be
played at 5:30 p.m. at
Oaks Country Club.
--Social period for
members of Murray
Country Club will start
at 5:30 p.m. at club
house.
Alcoholics
Anonymous and AlAnon will meet at 8 p.m.
at J.U. Kevil Center,

12 MONTH

INTEREST FREE FINANCING
WITH APPROVED CREDIT

DOWNTOWN MURRAY

Events at Murray
Moose Lodge will be
games at 8 p.m. and
benefit for Billy Ray
Travis from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m.
---Saturday,June 2
A '508 and "60s Party
will be from 8 p.m. to
midnight at Murray
Country Club.
---Wrangler's Riding
Club will have an open
horse show at 6:30 p.m.
at the riding club.
---Open house will be
from 2 to 4 p.m. at Lake
Barkley State Park.

Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Mountain Laurel
at 10 a.m. and Tackle
Those Ticks at 1 p.m.,
both, at Woodlands
Nature Center; West
Kentucky Amateur
Astronomers at 7:30
p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center.
---Danny Mac Band will
play for the dance from
9 p.m. to 1 a.m. at Murray Moose Lodge.
---Temple Hill Lodge
No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons is
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.
---No round and square
dancing will be at Lynn
Grove Roller Rink.

Murray State University Libraries will be
closed today.

Dedication of the new
West Kentucky
Woodmen of the World
Sunday,June 3
Youth Camp and Resort
Events in Land Beton U.S. Highway 641 ween the Lakes
will inNorth will be at 3 p.m.
clude Stream STroll
---from 1 to 3 p.m. at
Jackson Purchase Woodlands
Nature
Audubon Society will Center;
Beekeeping
take a field.trip to -Nep- from 2 to
4 p.m. at Emtune C,omminity near pire Farm.
Ashland,City, Tenn. For
---information call
The Single Connection
753-9385.
will eat lunch together
---at Granny's Porch at
Couples bridge with 12:15 p.m.
Rudell and Isabel Parks
--

753-3621

Sunday,June 3
Singles of First Baptist Church will have a
potluck luncheon at
Murray-Calloway County Park.
---Alcoholics
Anonymous will meet at
4 p.m. in western portion of Livestock and
Exposition Center.
---Unity Cumberland
Presbyterian Church
will have its
homecoming.
---Coles Camp Ground
United Methodist
Church will have
homecoming events.
---Annual memorial day
will be at noon at
McDaniel Cemetery.

•

Calvary Missionary
Baptist Church will
have homecoming
events.

flistoncil
event
he hihe 9...
(Cont'd from page 5)
Pond Visitor Center or
to follow 1-24 to the
Cadiz exit and US
68/Ky. 80 from the opposite direction. From
here the distance is
about 12 miles. From
the northern entrance to
LBL near Kentucky and
Barkley Dams the
distance is about 30

•

For reservatiops mail
a check to Secretary
Margaret Heath, 1202
Joe Creason Drive, Benton, Ky., 42025. The
price per meal is $5.50
and the bus fare, girit
come first served, is $7
per person. Reservations must be in the
hands of Miss Heath by
Wednesday.June 6.

MANUALS PRESENTED - On behalf of the Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries International, Annita Peeler, left, president. and Bobbie
Waters, right, president elect, presented to Margaret Trevathan, director of
Calloway County Public Library, with a complete set of study manuals for
the Certified Professional Secretary examination for the library. The
manuals which are published by John Wiley and Sons and PSI are now
available and can be borrowed from the local library according to the
library's normal procedure.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon

June 13 and 14
7:00 pm each night
Ages 12-21, inclusive

32nd annual

youth
Afft talent
v9co
ntes
t
at the Mid-South Fair
Memphis, Tennessee

Top three places
Grand Prize — Trophy & $50
awarded each night. Second' — Trophy & $25
Third — Trophy
Each night's Grand Prize Winner will advance to the Mid-South Fair and
a fair representative will be present to invite other acts to compete at the Fair,.

Please return this form to be eligible.

"A note card may be substituted but must includethe following information.

Name
Address

Eligible Categories:
Vocal-Solo
Dance-Solo
Vocal-Group
Dance-Group
Band/Instrumental Dance-Novelty
Group
Instrumental Solo Variety

Age

Telephone

CRASS-FURNITURE
103 S. 3RD

fiatiirday, June 2
att chairmen will be at
7:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club.
---Alcoholics
Anonymous and AlAnon will meet at 8 p.m:
in western portion of
Livestock and Exposition Center.
---Events at MurrayCalloway County
Jaycee Fair will include
Horse and Mule Pulling
Contest at 8 a.m., Kiddies Day from 1 to 6
p.m., and Demolition
Derby at 7 p.m.

Official
Preliminary

12 MONTHS TO PAY
WITH ABSOLUTELY
NO INTEREST CHARGES

MAKE YOUR BEST
POSSIBLE DEAL WITH
STOREWIDE DISCOUNTS
AND HUNDREDS OF
SALE PRICED
LIQUIDATION PRICED
ITEMS

Friday,June 1
South 10th Street
Extended.
---Events at Murray.
Calloway County
Jaycee Fair will include
Horse Show at 7 p.m.
with Midnight Madness
(one price, unlimited
rides) at 10 p.m.
---Murray State University Libraries
.
will be
open from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.
---Twilight golf will be at
5:30 p.m. at Murray
Country Club.

Brief Description of act and
number of participanft,
•••r;
•••••

s•c

a

Preferred Date to Compete
June
13 - Ju,ne 14

:Send ,to:
Kentucky Oaks Mall
P.O.. Box 9100.
IsciauCCIE-,:KY 4200":91-01r—
An official, entry form with rules will
be sent to you:

'
40

•No
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The people's demand for a king
After the Israelites
settled in the land to
which God had led
them, they noticed that
each of the nations adjoining theirs was ruled
by a king.

Having grown tired of
being a God-ruled nation, and thinking that
greatness could be
achieved through their
imitation of the nations
around them, they ask-

ed to have a king to rule
over them, also.
The primary motive
for their request was to
be like the other nations.
A secondary motive was
the desire for a visible

sunday school
lesson
by h.c. chiles

By Abigail
Van Buren

Wife Resents Those Who Treat
Disabled Husband Like a Child
DEAR ABBY: My husband is a
handsome man in his 30s who is
totally disabled due to an accident.
He's a quadriplegic who has not
regained his ability to speak and
must be fed through a tube.
I know he understands what is
tieing said to him because he smiles
a lot and changes his facial expressions. He requires 24-hour care, but
he is living at home because I want
im here.
My problem: How can I protect
htm from well-meaning people who
tiAle his chin, pat him on the head
aid even kiss him and treat him like
'thitd?
always Women who do
ths. Recently, a woman I met for
the first time actually hugged and
ki.ised him!(It did not,occur to me to
kim her husband.)
I want my husband to be treated
like the man he still is, the man I am
married to and dearly love. His
chi dren and I give him plenty of
love and affection. I appreciate those
people who,care about him, but if he
wesen't in a wheelchair I'm sure
the; wouldn't do some of the things
they do.
/-.m I being silly? What do other
pe(ple with problemslike this do? I
know if I were in a wheelchair I
wouldn't want people I hardly know
patting me on the head or kissing
NO NAME,PLEASE
DEAR NO NAME:You are not
being silly. Your problem is one
Oak many people must deal with.
The solution is to educate the
%Al-meaning public, and your
letter is a giant step in the right
direction. Thanks for writing.

My problem? What on earth do I
tell my family and friends? My
problem is especially mortifying,
and I have never confided it to
anyone except my husband. I've
heard my mother make unkind
remarks about older women who
were so "nasty" they wet their pants
every time they coughed, sneezed or
laughed. My cheeks would burn and
my heart would beat faster at such
comments, so I could never tell her
that I was afflicted with that same
"nasty" problem.
Please help me dream up a
believable reason for being in the
hospital for three days or more. I
couldn't bring myself to tell the
truth.
• POSITIVELY ANONYMOUS
DEAR ANONYMOUS: If you
must offer an explanation, just
say you're going in for minor
surgery of a personal nature.
* *•

DEAR ABBY: There is a woman
in town who divorced her husband.
Shortly after the divorce her exhusband died. As soon as that
happened, she started calling herself a widow.
Can she do this, Abby?
A TOUCH OF CURIOSITY

military leader to lead
them in their battles
rather than just continuing in their dependence
on the invisible God.
Besides, the leadership of Samuel, the prophet of God and the inspiring and dependable
judge of Israel, would
soon terminate, due to
his advancing years,
and being unwilling for
Samuel's unworthy,
disreputable and wicked
sons to exercise authority over them, the people
decided to inform
Samuel of their desire
for a king.
I Samuel 8:4-10
Displeased by the re-

quest of the Israelites,
Samuel sought instruction from God.
Not wanting the
Israelites to have a
ruler other than
Himself, God told
Samuel to advise them
that their request was
not in accordance with
His desire for them, and
to warn them of the consequences of such an
action.
Inasmuch as Samuel
had been conscientious
and faithful in devoting
his life to their welfare,
his sensitive soul was
touched deeply by their
obvious ingratitude.

protest ads in France

Women

PARIS (AP) — The that would increas
e
League for the Rights of restrictions on
Women has published discrimination against
an advertisement in women, the league said.
three French
"Hands Off the Male
newspapers showing a Image," read a headline
man dressed as a over the ad, which showPlayboy bunny in order ed a man carrying a
to protest advertising tray of drinks and dressthat demeans women.
ed in a black body stockPublication of the ad ing with a bow tie, a
was designed to call at- white tail and big white
tention to a debate open- ears.
ing soon in the National
"Men are alwayg
.
Assembly on a Measure shown to their best ad.

•

506 N. 12th Murray, Ky.
DEAR TOUCH:Obviously she
can because she is doing it..
Does calling herself a widow
make her one? No. She's a
divorcee whose former husband
is dead.
Now I also have a "touch of
curiosity": Whaldifference does
it make what she calls herself?

-12,0...;

•

•PHARMACY
Olympic Plaza
753-2380

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

Sunday, June 3 through
Sunday, June 10

OLD FASHIONED
PREACHING
Evangelist: Preston Cotham
Hillsboro, Texas

OLD FASHIONED
•
SINGING Leader: W.T. Winn
Mayfield, Kentucky'

GREEN PLAIN
CHURCH OF CHRIST
(5 ML S. Murray —
Old Murray-Paris Rd.)

Safe — T — Discount Pharmacy
Whitnell & Glendale Rd.
Behind Big John's

...(1•`"

Full strength
available without prescription

The No. 1 tablet prescribed for
colds over thelast 9 consecutive years is available without
prescription!

FACTORY DISCOUNT
SHOES

Ftt •

New Shipment

• 4:i

OLD FASHIONED
GOSPEL MEETING

Now! Two Locations To Better Serve You

Pocket The Savings
;•!.'\

depending on human
frailty.
God has frequently
permitted nations to
change their form of
government, and has
continued to work
through the different
forms to being about the
accomplishment of His
will in and through the
lives of the subjects.
Regardless of the
form of government
under which one lives,
every Christian should
be a good citizen of that
courftry, and a good and
faithful witness for
Christ and a faithful
worker for and with
Him.

AC111:ElYn0w

(If you put off writing letters
because you don't know what to
say, send for Abby's complete
booklet on letter-writing. Send
your name and address clearly
printed with a check or money
order for $2.50 (this includes
postage) to: Abby, Letter Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood,
Calif. 90038.)

-;:;.irri:t1:4
.

vantage in the media
and so much the better," read the text of the
ad. "But,aren't women
deserving of just as
much respect?"
The league said
advertising portrays
women as "passive
bodies, sometimes
erotic, sometimes pornographic and very
often submissive." It
said those cliches could
cause harm.•

they would then be making their complaints to
God 'and to him, but in
reality they would have
no one to blame except
themselves.
Samuel was displeased and grieved at the expressed wish of the
es
ple, but at God's spe ic
instruction: "H
ken
unto their voice, and
make them a king" he
proceeded to obeo‘yte
divine command'- - '' '•
Samuel was aware
that when people
became self-willed that
God frequently permits
them to have their own
way in order that they
may learn the folly of
-

SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAV
E
Byron's
ROI ^S DISCOUNT

** *

DEAR ABBY: I'm in my mid-30s,
married and have children. Now
that our family is complete, I've
decided to have a very embarrassing
melical problem taken care of.
1 am incontinent! I've been
reerred by my family doctor to a
urologist and am scheduled for
surgery to correct that problem. I
am facing a hospital stay of at least
three days.

God lovingly informed
Samuel that the demand
of the people for a king
was not a reflection on
his personal leadership
as judge, but that it was
a rejection of Him, so
they would just have to
learn the hard way.
Since the Israelites
were determined to
have their own way,
God instructed Samuel
to grant their request.
I Samuel 8:19-22
Unwilling to heed the
advice of Samuel and to
comply with the will of
God, the people said:
"Nay; but we will have
a king over us; That we
also may be like all the
nations;" which was the
very thing that Gad did
not want them to be.
Samuel understood
full well that when the
people became subservient to a tyrannical
king and lost a number
of the liberties which
they had been enjoying.

-
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Noxzema
Skin
Cream

Centrum
Vitamins

VA(

BONUS OFFER

30 FREE
WITH 100

es:7i

100 Tablets
Plus
30 Free

New Shipment
4.1;OF
vi*

.
44•70.-4,
•
:

Men's Leather Dress
& Casual Shoes
Starting at $16 and up to $20

the number one antacid
• Not Chalky
• Pleasant Tasttng
• Sodium Free'.

New Shipment Ladies
w •%.*:

9
.%•
•
•'
Y}t7

Dress & Casual Shoes
Only

$9.95

ANACIN Anacin
-

FAST PAIN RELIEF

•••••.. CAM MP ION 11.01•L

ANAIGESiCTA0Lf

New Shipment

. Men's
Work Boots

4111
.
4

$34.95

r
Z,Z,Lpf

FACTORY
DISCOUNT SHOES
16th
•0‘..it
.

753-9419.
t•A

;r:

50 Tablets
$

DOXIDRI1
LAXATIVE AITP-i STOOL SOP TENER

1 89

We Carry
Full Line Of
First-Aid-Supplies

•
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Dr. Watkins named as member
Dr.. Yancey Watkins,
director, Division of
114ead1ng, Murray State
University, has been
named a member of the
Teacher Education and
Effectiveness Committee of the International
Reading Association.
More than 40 committees named by Bernice
Cullinan, president of
the International
Reading Association,
will examine various
aspects of reading
education and the
association's activities.
Committee *actions
may result in publications, resolutions for the
association's involvement in important
reading concerns, or
dissemination of information about a particular aspect of
reading

OBITUARIES

Members of committees make a valuable
contribution to reading
education through their
volunteer activities for
the association
committees began
their work at the close of
the association's 29th
annual convention in
May

Brother of Murray men dies
MILLS MEETS FORSYTHE — Murray
_Police Officer Joye
Mills (standing) chats
with actor John Forsythe at the recent
meeting of Kentucky
Fraternal Order of
Police at the Galt
House, Louisville. Also
attending the police officers' meeting were officers David Smith and
Larry Elkins.

The IRA with 60,600
members worldwide is a
nonprofit education
organization devoted to
the improvement of
readng intruction and
promotion of the
lifetime reading habit.
Its members include
reading teachers,
researchers, administrators, reading
specialists and others
Interested in reading
education around the
world.

SALE ENDS SUNDAY
4=111 Irli°m1gra
The Saving Place -

Clyde Enix, 59, Middlesboro, died suddenly
from an apparent heart
attack at his home on
Thursday, May 24.,
Funeral and burial

services were conducted Sunday,,May 27,
at Middlesboro.
He is survived by his
wife, Maxine; three
daughters, Patricia,
Toni and Donna; one
son, Melvin; three
grandchildren, all of
Middlesboro.
Six brothers survive
who are Z.C. Enix and
Albert Enix, both of
Murray, Fred Enix of
Benton, Jack Enix, New
Tazewell, Tenn., Marvin Enix, Knoxville,
Tenn., and Hansford
Enix, Carlisle; three
sisters, Mrs. Ruth Harris, Middlesboro, Mrs.
J.P. (.Fay) McCoy,
Phelps, and Mrs. Bea
Hess, New Tazewell,
Term.

Walston s
rites today
Services for Thomas
W. (Tom) Walston are
today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral
Home.
The Rev. Layne
Shanklin is officiating.
The Warren Quartet is
providing the music.
Pallbearers are Barry
Travis, Joe Travis, Dee
Travis, Scotty Free,
Morris Parker and Edd
Walston.
Burial will follow in
the Murray Memorial
Gardens.
The family requests
that expressions of sympathy be in the form of
donations to the Hospice
Program at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
Mr. Walston, 73-,• died
Tuesday at 5 p.m. at his
home on Rt. 2, Murray.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Nell Travis
Walston; one son, Larry
Walston; two sisters,
Mrs. Gaylon Trevathan
and Mrs. Jack Dodd;
two brothers, Virgil
Walston and Milton
Walston; two grandchildren, Allison and
Jason Walston.

't

KEA STUMP REMOVAL

e

We con remove stumps up
to 20 below the around
435 0343 or 435 4319
We Now Haul Pit Grovel

Fondaw rites
scheduled
The funeral for Mrs.
Bertie Fondaw is Friday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Jones Funeral
Home, LaCenter. The
Rev. 'Don Pippin will
officiate.
Burial will follow in
the Mt. Pleasant
Cemetery.
Friends may cal at
the funeral horti& after 4
p.m. today (Thursday).
Mrs. Fondaw, 90,
LaCenter, died Tuesday
at 10 p.m. at a hospital
in Indianapolis, Ind.
She is survived by
four daughters including Mrs. Carmon
Parks of Murray; six
grandchildren including
Max Parks and Mrs.
Barry Grogan of Myrray ;nine
grandchildren.

mr. Beaman
dies; funeral
rites today

Euin Beaman, 83,
Hazel Park, Mich.,
formerly of Calloway
County, died Monday at
the William Beaumont
Hospital there.
He had retired in 1966
from the Chevrolet Gear
and Axle Co. He was a
member of the Ferndale
Church of Christ, Ferndale, Mich.
Born Oct. 8, 1900, in
Calloway County, he
was the son of the late
Srena Beaman and 011ie
Alice Kelso Beaman.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Helen
Holmes Beaman; two
son, Lanny Beaman,
Madison Heights, Mich.,
and Danny Beaman,
Columbus, Miss.; seven
grandchildren.
Mrs. Deccere
Caldwell of Murray and
Mrs. Eunice Willis of
Atlanta, Ga., are two
sin viving sisters. 13rent
Beaman of Warren,
Mich., is a surv.ving
brother.
The funeral is toe.ay in
,the chapel of the Hopcroft Funeral Eome,
Hazel Park, Mich.
Burial will folbw in
the Cadillac Meinorial
Gardens East.

to.

R4 Linn's
funeral will
he on Friday

•

Services for Ray :Ann
'will be Friday at 11 a.m.
in the chapel of the :Ann
and Vasseur Funeral
Home, Benton. Dr. J.
Robert White will
officiate. •
Burial will follow in
the Benton Cemetery.
Friends may all at
the funeral home
DISCOUNT
Mr. Linn
75,
PHARMACY
Paducah, formeriy of
611
Benton, died TuestIiy at
the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
Walter Mehr
He is survived br his
Pharmacist-Owner
wife, Mrs. Bonen
Home 759-4703
Store 753-7688= Hopkins Linn; two
After Hours
daughters, Mrs. S:eadman Baker and Mrs.
•Save Money with Very Low Prices
Steve Ford, Padicah;
•Conyenient Parking •
one son, John R. Linn,
•One Stop Shopping For All Your = Benton; one
sister. Mrs.
meh
Needs
Ora Mae Pucirett,
'Walterr will help you any way he can with
Paducah; six , grandyour prescription needs.
children; one greatgranchild.
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FILM SPECIAL E
110, 120, 135 MEMORIAL DAY SPECIAL =
& Disc Color
15 Exp. $2.59
20 Exp. $3.29
Print Roll
Federal•State Market News Service
24 Exp. $3.69
Orders Only
Thursday, May 31, 1984
Kentucky l'urchase Area Hog Market
36 Exp. $5.79

Hog market

OFF OUR REGULAR PRICES ON ALL REMAINING
POTTED SHRUBS AND EVERGREENS IN STOCK

Out they go regardless of cost! Choose from kt.tr entire
remaining stock of quality,
potted shrubs and evergreens ... uprights, spreaders, globes
- all at
Several varieties - al-I in pots and ready to plant. Limited quantities clearance prices.
at some stores .. .
make your selection early and save.

12 Exp.

•••••••

.MMIP
WOW..

1.11M- 0

$ 1 99

Impow
mmlm.
..mms

Expires June 2
Ask For Coupon At Store

1

- Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 230 Est. 700 Barrows
▪
& Gilts fully 1 higher Sows steady to
- instances 1 lower
$48_51.49 00
- US 1.2 210-240 lbs
$47 54.48.50
US 2 200-210 lbs
$48 0C-48.50
LS 2 210-250 lbs.
$47.00-48 00
US 2-3 250-270112s
•••• SOWS
$37 00-39 00
--Afg 12 270350 lbs.
.,
•11111.
US 1-3100-450 tbs
$38 00-40.00
1•1••••
1.1r
▪
$39 00.40.00
US 1.3450-500 lbs
US 1-3 500-650 lbs
840 00-42 50
US 2.3 300-500 lbs
$37 00 38 00
Boars $31 50-34

'10

111111111111111111nium11111111111111111ITT

MANY UNADVERTISED PATIO ITEMS AT CLEARANCE PRICES
SPECIAL SELECTED ITEMS REDUCED FOR CLEARANCE AT EVERY K MART!
041*
*

5.00 3/1.00 5.97
30%. 2/
Pine Bark
Spectracide
All
Spreaders

Your choice of drop or
broadeast spreaders in
stock.

Nuggets or
Mulcb
3 Cubic Foot Ng

Chunk bark nuggets
for landscaping!
Save now at Kmort!

Bedding
Plants

Assorted Bedding Plants
3-4 plants per pack Marigolds, tomatoes, more

Home Pest
Control 1/2 Gal.

Chico and the Man
on WGN
Laugh early every weekday morning with
Freddie Prinze and Jack Albertson.
Channel 9 at 5:00 a.m.

Home pest control with
handy sprayer.
1/2 gal. Refill
Our Re.. 6.48 . Sale 4.97

Bel-Air
Si-ibpping- Center
-

APO tES. Highway 641 N. Murray,KY-161Rt.7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield. Ky.

CABLE
VISMN

753:5005'

MURRAY

0.

a
A.N.,114i,"••••••••

,
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Falling rocks costing
Virginia 1. .5 million
Motorists driving
through Virginia's
mountains regularly are
urged by signs to watch
for falling rock, but officials with the state
D epartment of
H ighways and
Transportation say
rocks seldom tumble on
Virginia roadways.
"We don't consider
isolated falling rock to
be a 'problem," said
Jack Leigh, department
maintenance engineer.°
"It occasionally happens, and then there
may be an isolated rock
on the road."
Still, the department
is spending $4.5 million
this fiscal year repairing or cleaning up from
rock falls, rock slides
and washouts or enaintathing cuts in hills that
roadways pass through.
Virginia's coal producing counties in
the far southwestern
part of the state are the
scene of most problems
with sliding rocks and
soil, said Highway
Department spokesman
Nick Brown.
—111tair1ey, district
Highway Department
engineer in Bristol, said
part of a reclaimed strip
mine is sliding down onto U.S. 23 between Norton and Appalachia, and
road crews have spent
years cleaning it up.
The department plans to
bill the coal company
for the $1.25 million
worth of work it will
take to correct the problem, he said.
"It's a common occurrence, although not to
this degree," Corley
said. Roads ar`e also
damaged when soil used
to patch up a strip mine
clogs up drainage
systems, causing

highways to flood, he
said.
Corley said when new
roads are built, the
department tries to
leave some room between the road and a
nearly vertical, manmade cliff so rocks don't
fall on roadways.
Even though rock
seldom falls on a
highway, he said, signs
warning motorists of
falling rock shouldn't be
ignored, he said.
"The signs indicate
that we have experienced falling rock in the
past," he said. Chances
are no additional rock
will fall, he said, "but it
is not impossible."
A rock cut on U.S.
Highway 460 near
Richlands, where rocks
have been falling
recently, has concerned
some area residents.
Corley said some major
work was done in the
past to ensure the safety
of passing motorists.
There are no plans now
to do additional work, he
said, although he plans
to look again at the manmade cliffs flanking
both sides of the
highway.
Slides occur all over
Virginia, Leigh said,
although in the eastern
part of the state they are
made up of soil instead
of rock. And rock slides
have been a problem
outside the far
southwestern part of the
state, he said.
Officials put up a
fence to hold up rocks
next to Interstate 64
west df Charlottesville,
he said, and it took
years for engineers to
bring the "Hollins
slide" on Interstate 81
near Roanoke under
control.
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Sale
74.99

Well-mannered
Austin Manor:

2-pc
suit

Our Comfort
Separates:
Suit up
and save $21

Reg. $145. Our Austin Manor TV vested 3-piece
suit is tailored in a year-round blend of
polyester/wool Chdose from stripes plaids anc
ticks Men's regular short and,long sizes

Reg. $96. Our Comfort
Suited Separates* add up
to a great look. They
make an impressive
appearance in woven
stretch polyester that
looks and feels like wool,
yet washes with ease. In
mix or match colors.
Men's regular, short, and
long sizes.
Ajso sold separadiV
Comfort blazer,
Reg. $70 Sale $55
Comfort slacks,
Reg $26 Sale 19.99

511

44111
"
J0101

FOR FRIDAY,JUNE 1, 1984

ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Home decorating brings out
extravagance in you. Let
practicality reign. Lastminute changes affect travel
plans.
TAURUS
I Apr. 20 to May 20 ti€17
You're restless and want a
change of scenery. A partner
is a stabilizing influence.
Unexpected expenses are likely to crop up.
GEMINI
I May 21 to June 20
Toe the line and finaricial
benefits accrue. Don't waste
money on foolish items.
Others need independence too.
Be understanding.
CANCER
( June 21 to July 22)
A familiar haunt guarantees
happy times. Loved ones tend
to extravagance. Don't try to
do too many things at once.
Conserve energy.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Dating plans may be up in
the air. Be flexible. Something
will develop. Duties around
home base require attention.
VIRGO
( Aug.23 to Sept. 22) nP%.
Friends will be disappointed
if you cancel at the last
minute. A domestic change
YOU BORN TODAY need
may be ill-advised. Watch has- plenty of variety in your life to
keep from getting bored.
ty decisions.

er

.; .

LIBRA
JLfl
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
Career plans are likely to go
awry. Concentrate on one
thing for immediate success.
Unexpected developments occur after dark.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nl'etre
Guard against unfeasible
financial tangents. Though
travel is favored, some mixups are possible. Others make
extravagant statements.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec.21)
You're prone to fall for
unrealistic business propositions. Study all proposals
carefully. You don't like
restraints now.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Overenthusiasm may scare
a would-be admirer. Old
friends make good company.
Restlessness interferes with
work concentration.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
The unreliability of a friend
could hang you up. The
pleasures of food and drink
tempt you to overindulge. Acknt moderation.
POCES
( Feb. 1910 Mar. 201
Who knows what others
might do next? Plans are likely to be changed. Don't let
others' whims rule your life.
Be your own person.

25%
of
f
Leather dress shoes.

190

412,kQ

Save 25%

-Save 25°/o

Save 25°.0

Fun romper
for juniors

All fashion
sunglasses

Women's sporty
cuffed anklets

Sale 12.99
The fun starts with our
all-cotton romper
Trimmed with buttons In
summery solid colors
Sizes S.M.L for juniors
Tank top and short set.
Reg $15 Sale 11.25
One-piece mini skimp.
Reg $17 Sale 12.75

Get eye-opening savings
on all our fashion frame
sunglasses Choose from
traditional favorites for
men and women, like
aviator and rimless styles
Plus all the latest looks,
including temple frame
and geometries With
gradient, polarized, lightsensitive, or mirrored
lenses All on sale at
25% offl

Sale 1.34 Reg 179
Treat your feet to o,
terry-cuffed sports
anklets In a comfortat: •
blend of cotton nylon
Orlon' acrylic A great
choice of solid colors
'
with or without contra,
trim One aize fits
women's shoe
sizes 4 to 10

)(

Prime
Office Space
Available
Close To Downtown
Shopping Area,
Both Banks and
Courthouse.
Excellent Location
For Professional
Offices.

Save '3

Little girls'
tool play parts

Reg. 5.99 Reg. 8 99
A great T-shirt for al
sports' Knit of no-fuss
polyester 'cotton in navy,
with red trim Contrastin,1
USA adidas• logo. too
Mfn's sizes S.M.L.XL

Sale 2.84 Reg 379
Tank top of polyester
cotton knit Has tie
shoulders and.band
bottom With screen
prints or in strive"Little girls' sizes M L
Sale 2.84 Reg 3 79
Cuffed shEirts with elastic
backwaist Polyester
cotton in solid colors
Little girls sizesA to 6X

Entire Stock
Pictures and Mirrors

50% off

Save ,4

Save 25%

USA adicias.
tee shirt
o

Special Buy
Pillows

Jr
(4

1
:,•.-.%'

USA adidas
teammates
Sale 10.99 Reg S15
USA adidas• all-sport
V-neck shirt With triplestripe detailing and logo
In polyester cerron
Men s sizes S.M.L.XL
Sale 9.99 Reg- 514
USA .adidas.• nylon sport
•
ShOrTS With pull-On
elastic waist triple stripe
trim. logo on leg
Men's sizes S M.L XL

Save 50% on

2.99

•Choose from Chintz,
plaids, velveteen
and woven styles.

753-8302
753-5870

Sale 29.99 Reg 39 99 Slip-on with
tassel or hand-sewn brace. Men's sizes
Sale 29.99 Reg. 39.99. Handsome.
elegant Italian slip-on. Men's Sizes.
Sale 33.75 Reg. 545. Classic wing-tip
oxford tie style. Men's sizes.

Sale Prices
Effective thru
Sunday

Jefoo

n4

..

Sale
99.99

Frances Drake
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.

4
1";:7
'

Summer Sale

Your Individual
Horoscope
•

,,3 ...,
, •

Penney

•Brass teakettles
•Basketware
•Kitchen Ceramics
•And Much More!

Chestnut Hills Shopring- Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone (502) 759-4080

lu

•

.••••••--

•

144•-•••••y
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Soviet news agency denies Sakharov is on hunger strike
MOSCOW (AP) — An- abroad.
Gorky, 250 miles east of
drei D. Sakharov is feelBut Tass said today: Moscow, on May 7.
ing well and eating "What about a hunger
Sakharov, a physicist
regularly, the official strike? Here are the ex- who won the 1975 Nobel
news agency Tass said act medical facts: Peace Prize for
his
Wednesday, contradic- Sakharov feels well, is human rights
activism,
ting reports that the pro- eating regularly and also is credited
with
minent Soviet dissident carries out an active developing the Soviet
is on hunger strike.
way of life."
nuclear weapons. He
A Soviet source said
was ordered into interearlier that the 63-yearUntil today, there had nal exile in Gorky in
old Nobel Peace Prize been no news of 1980.
winner had been Sakharov's condition or
Mrs. Bonner has
hospitalized Friday whereabouts since May reported
that both she
because of complica- 19, when dissident and her husband
have
tions stemming from a sources in Moscow said heart trouble. She
also
hunger strike he began Mrs. Bonner cabled
May 2 to try to persuade Sakharov's children in
Soviet authorities to the capital to say that 'UNCLE JEFFS
grant his wife, Yelena her husband had been
Bonner, an exit visa for taken from their home
medical treatment in the closed city of

10 oz. Sole $1 59
Sunb lock Lotion SPF15

'mane
753-6575

Bright Plated Steel Mesh Basket
Handy Rim Hooks For Draining
No. H2338 $3.19 Value

While Quantities
Last

Mea-Sat.
9:00-1400
SIM 1:00400

We Reserve The\
Right To
Limit Chroatities

Somme It..., May
Not lie lixastly
As,

Sale $

Vinyl Strip
Lawn Chair

Oil of Olay
Moisturizing
Beauty Lotion I
$379

Tinactin
Cream

1 79

Cool Plastic Arms,
Folds Flat For Storing
No. LV423 Assorted Colors

$-789
Sale

N

4 oz. Sale

For Relief of
Jock Itch Fungi

Tinactin.
2

But according to the
_Daily Mail there were'
no tantrums. It said the
princess merely asked,.
"Who's Boy George,
then?" and when told
said, "Oh yes, of
course."
According to the Sun,
another tabloid, the
princess declared at the
ceremony: "I don't
know who he is but he
looks like an overmadeup tart."
The Sun said Boy
George, 22, wearing a
long pink coat and black
sequined pants,
responded: "So
Princess Margaret has
snubbed me, has she?
.... I didn't want to talk
to her anyway."
But an aide at
Princess Margaret's
Kensington Palace'
home said reports that
the princess insulted
Boy George were
"nonsense. It is
something she would
never ever dream of
saying."

Ban
Roll-On
t
,•••
Anti-Perspirant
ban.
Regular or Unscented

$248

ANTrFlI116C
.
CREAM

NM11111.111.

Oz. Sole

Reach Tooth Brush

98

Sale

for

Regular or Extra Dry Skin

Bandage

10 oz. Sale Your Choice

High Potency
Multi Vitamins
With Minerals
100 Plus 30 Free

• <••

N. 1265 Sale $ 1

$ 1 46

With Snap-On Lid
And Drain Scoop

No. 5430 Sale

Theragran
High Potency
Vitamin Foimula
loo Plus

:•••••••

6 oz. Can Sale $ 1

•

09
Itt

30 Free Regular

Gillette

Atm

Pack of 10

Noxzema Medicated
Skin Cream

Dimension
Shampoo

On May 18, during an
interview at the Pentagon, military and
civilian officials
acknowledged that few
of the incineration procedures proposed for
Richmond had been
tested at the Utah incinerator. They said
that only GB from projectiles, not from explosive rocket., had
been destroyed.

1 38

8 oz. Sale

No. 2435 Sale

Anchor
Hocking
Microwave
Baking Sheet

1 Ft. 8 In.x2 Ft. 6 In.
2 Sheets

12"x12"
No. PM444/T1

39

Anchor Hocking
"Wexford"
Beverage Glasses

89

Assorted Wood Toned
Base Light Walnut Finish
Burns Approx. 50 Hours
On One Filling.

Aftfair
All Occasion
Gift Wrap

Reg. 99' Sale

Woolite
Liquid Cold
Water Wash

In later interviews, officials of the Army's
toxicand hazardous
materials agency, said
that 181,940 pounds of
GB had been destroyed
and about 13 percent of
that amount was by
incineration.

76

10 oz. Jar Sale $

For Beautiful Healthy
Looking Hair

7 oz. Sale $

$ 1 39

Kaadan
Chadwick Collection
Oil Lamp

x

Sale $2
98

1

Ideal For Kitchen, Bath, Etc.
Size 24"x40"

Sale

Gillette Atra
Shaving Cartridges

$ 89

Mountain View
All Purpose
Scatter Rug

Sale

30f Mkt

49

Presto Fry Baby
Electric Deep Fryer
1 to 2 Serviikcir lin Minutes

4001111I

Lysol
Disinfect Spray

$749

was experienced in processing the M-55
rocket."
The Army's published
notice of the meeting
stressed that the incinerator at Tooele had
been operating since
September 1979. The
notice also said 26,000
rockets and projectiles
had been disposed of at
Tooele.

Sterilite Plastic
Round Laundry
Basket

2 49

Jergens Lotion

Theragran-M

WET M 100

1 27

Bushel Size

7

,••••

38

Both Size—Lotion Mild

Curity Box of 60
Curad
"Ouchless" Sole
Plastic
Bandages

;

Choice of Snickers,
3 Musketeers, Milky Way
6 Bar Pack

Jergens Soap

Medium, Firm, Soft

3 4"

Mars Candy Bars

Sale Your Choice $

$

Sale

Reach Plus Tooth Brush
Sale Your Choice

•

1.5 oz.

Medium,
Firm,
Soft

Fiscal court considers
nerve-gas resolution
RICHMOND
Ky.
( AP) — Madison Fiscal
Court scheduled a
public hearing tonight
on a proposed resolution
calling for a congressional investigation of
the Army's nerve gas
operation in Richmond.
The hearing grew out
of the Army's plan to
build an incinerator at
the Lexington-Blue
Grass Army Depot to
burn 70,000 obsolete
M-55 nerve gas rockets
stored there.
The rockets, which
contain either the GB or
VX forms of lethal
nerve gas, were produced more than 20 years
ago.
The incinerator would
be similar to one at the
Tooele Depot in Utah
but Army officials now
say they never have
tested the complete incineration process.
At a public meeting
Feb. 16 at Richmond, a
spokesman for the
Army's toxic and hazardous materials agency,
said a pilot plant at the
Tooele Depot "already

HWY.641 S.-MURRAY, KY.

10 oz. Sale $219

trius
misersW

Fajrgrove
French Fry
Basket

Homo Owned.Homo Operatod

10 oz. Sole $219
Supreme Suntan Oil

Princess and Bov George
create gossip sheet to-do
• LONDON t AP)
Wat did Princess
Margaret say about
British pop star Boy
George when they met
at a radio awards
ceremony in London
and what did he say
about her?
It depends on which
British newspaper you
read.
The 53-year-old sister
of Queen Elizabeth II
was photographed Tuesday shaking Minds with
the lead singer for the
pop group Culture Club
as she met show
business personalities,
and the Daily Star said
she refused to pose
beside him for a second
picture.
"I'm too old for that
kind of thing," the
newspaper quoted her
as saying.
It said Boy George
stormed afterwards: "I
don't give a damn.
Princess Margaret
doesn't mean a thing to
me."

Prices
Good
Th ru
June 3rd

10 oz. Sole $295
Sunscreen Lotion SPF8

Mike' had picked up
the melons in Florida
and had planned to take
them to market in
Chicago, but later the
intended destination
was changed to Marion,
Wayne County, east of
Rochester. They were
stolen while his rig was
parked at a motel in the
Rochester suburb of
Henrietta, the sheriff's
department said.

ticle 190."
Article 190 of the Rus.sziki.n Federation
criminal code covers
anti-Soviet slander, and
is punishable by up to
three years
imprisonment.
Western diplomats in
Moscow believe Soviet
authorities moved
against Mrs. Bonner to
cut off the last contacts
that Sakharov maintained with the West after
being exiled to Gorky.

West, said the source,
who asked not to be
identified.
There was no e4planation of the discrepancy
between his information
and Mrs. Bonner's
report that Sakharov
was taken away from
their Gorky home May
7.
The source said he did
not _know where Mrs.
Bonner was, and added,
"You know she is under
investigation under Ar7

Set of 4-11 oz. Glasses

Sole $419

Edilon
Oscillating Fan
3-Speed
•
12" Oscillating Ftn
Quiet Motor

$399
No, 124007 Sole

No. 4512V Sale

5.

$ II 979
O

t• a •13x3u

•

10 oz. Sale
-le $ 1 59
Suntan Oil

NTOIOIL

make clear whether
Mrs. Bonner now is
undergoing treatment
for her eye ailments.
The Soviet source,
who is not a dissident
and whose work gives
him access to official information, said he
heard that doctors
ordered' Sakharov
hospitalized Friday.
"They were very,
very concerned about
his health" because he
is so well known in the

NUE JEFF'S

Suntan Cream

DEEPT.Pi

about 32 pounds each
were stolen either Monday or Tuesday from a
tractor-trailer rig
driven by Donald Mikel
of Campbellsville, Ky.,
the sheriff's department
said.

ner needs to go abroad'
for medical treatment.
"Holding leading positions in world science,
Soviet medicine is
capable of providing
and it does provide
qualified aid to millions
of Soviet citizens," Tass
said. "Bonner receives
it in full measure at the
country's best eye
clinics where the most
experienced eye
specialists work."
The report did not

HOUSEWARES •UNCLE JEFFS HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS* NUE JEFFS CLOTH!

Deeptan
Super Rich

Police wonder how thieves
will hide 600 watermelons
ROCHESTER, N.Y.
r AP — Police agencies
from Buffalo to
Syracuse were on the
lookout yesterday for
91.42 tons of stolen Jubilee
watermelons — and
wondering what
motivated the alleged
melon felons.
"They were only
valued at $1,500. Why?"
said Tom Ryan, a
spokesman for the
Monroe County sheriff's
department. Investigators predicted
the thief or thieves
might have trouble selling the juicy cargo
surreptitiously.
About 6 0 0
watermelons weighing

suffers from glaucoma
and has traveled three
times to Italy for eye
surgery.
Soviet media have
said she is in satisfactory health and does not
need to go abroad.
Today's Tass report
did not say where
Sakharov was and also
did not make clear
whether he previously
had been on a hunger
strike.
Tass denied Mrs. Bon-

•

JAN'S CAFE

G.E.
4 Slice
Toaster

Tempo

Stop in at Jan's and take along a
sackful of homemade fried pies or
delicious sausage and biscuits on that
fishing trip.
•
Jon opens at 4 a.m. serving country
ham, homemade biscuits and gravy. Also
pints tandles servelt-thrity.
'
Down By The Tracks
100 Maple
Open 4 A.M. Mon.-Sat.
•

Antacid With
Anti Gas Action

Automatically
Toasts Bread

Box of 10

Sale

9 Settings
No. T120 Sale'

)
•'"

. •

•

..;..

4.

•••••

1

\'
r

9 oz. Bag

'
674

499

JEFFS HOUSEWARES itiNCLE JEFFS HEALTH

Rodda Toasted
Coconut
Marshmallows

Sole

•

ek

BEAUTY AIDS •UNCLE

JEFFS CLOTH'

••'•••••
•
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Study says heart disease growing cause of death
By PAUL RAEBURN
AP Science Editor
' NEW YORK (AP) —
Women who have heart
attacks are more likely
than men to die and
those women who survive are more likely
than men to have a second heart attack, according to a federal
government study.
The study also found
that death from heart
disease is increasing in
women 50 to 59 years
old, despite an overall

decline in heart disease
in men, Elaine Eaker, a
researcher with the National Heart, Lung and
Blood Institute in
Bethesda, Md., said.
"Coronary heart
disease is usually considered a disease of
middle-aged men, but it
is also the leading cause
of death among women
In the U.S.," Ms. Esker
said at the annual
meeting of the
American Association
for the Advancement of

Science.
The overall heart
disease death rate in
women is declining, she
said, but not as fast as it
is declining in men. The
reason for that is not
known, she said.
She found that within
30 days of a heart attack
women are 25 percent
more likely to die than
men, and that the increased risk remains
for at least six years. She also found that 40
percent of women will

suffer a second heart attack within six years
Only 17 percent of men
will have a second heart
attack within the same
period.
Among the study's
other conclusions:
Death from congenital heart failure and
angina (chest pain) is
increasing in women.
Smoking has now
been shown to be a risk
factor for heart disease
in women, just as it is in
men.

Women 50 to 59
years old who have
passed menopause are
four times as likely as
others to get heart
disease.
Surgical removal
of the ovaries results in
the same increase in
risk.
Ms. Eaker noted that
men overall are still
four times as likely to
get heart disease as
women, and that heart
disease is the leading
cause of death in this

country for both men
and women.
According to the
American Heart
Association, as many as
1.5 million Americans
will have heart attacks
In 1984, and 550,000 of
them will die.

formation on heart
disease that has been
collected since 1950 in
Framingham, Mass.
That study, one of the
most extensive investigations of heart

Car dealers begin to feel
crunch, German labor problem

Ms. Eaker's study.
done in collaboration
with Robert Garrison
DETROIT (AP) —
and Paul Leaverton of American dealers of
the National Heart, BMW and MercedesLung and Blood In- Benz cars say they exstitute, was based on in- pect shortages of the
luxury vehicles within a
few weeks if a labor
-UNCLE JEFF'S SPORTING GOODS
dispute which has idled
rn
11 auto assembly lines
-n across West Germany is
In not resoled soon,
"Our retail demand is
410
very, very high, so that
finite supply is dwiridiPrices
Home Owned - Homo Operated
ing," said Tom McGurn,
Good
HWY.641 1.—MURRAY, KY.
a spokesman for BMW
Thru
of North America Inc. in
While Quantities
June 3rd Phone
Montvale, N.J., the im753-6575
Last
porter of BMW cars.
Mee-Sat.
We Reserve The
Seale Neuss May
About 320,000 West
9,004:00
Right To
German workers have
Net So Bluntly
SOIL 1100-6100
been idled by the strike,
Limit Reastities
As Pictured
which began just over
two
weeks ago at auto
Official size vinyl ball.
0 parts plants. The
20'x2' polyethylene net.
resulting shortage of
1'4" poly-coated steel
Fenwick's
parts led to lockouts at
poles with ground
A few years ago we introduced the
many assembly lines,
sleeves. 6" steel hand
pump. Rule book IncludFlippin' Stik' , another first from Fen• The unions a r e
ed. 2 year warrantee on
wick in bass rods. And in a short time it
•emanding a 35-hour
poles.
established itself as one of the most pro•rkweekasawayto
ductive rods on the pro tour. It is desigrte new jobs for the
SPORTCRAFT VOLLEY BALL SET
cod for "flippin" which is a
• ntry's 2.25 million
technique of offering a lure a bass lyemployed,9.1 percent
ing in the shallows.
of the labor force. The
go v e rn me nt and
employers say giving in1/2

•UNCLE JEFFS CLOTHING 'UNCLE JEFFS HARDWARE •
Turtle Wax
Bugi& Tar
Remover

cg

16 Oz.
Reg. 2.17
Sale

1

29

NUE JEFF

Eagle— Graphite

0
0

Turtle Wax
Vinyl Top
Wax

>4
tia
06

Fenwick 7 'Graphite
Flippin' Stik

1. Stan Sloan. Booza Bug
Jig & Pork Frog (Flip'n)
2. Culprit 7' 2 Worm
(Red Shad, Crawdad,
Grape Shad)
3. Zorro Aggravator
Spinnerbalt

Reg. 2.87

4
Mi
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WASHINGTON (AP)
— Thirteen youngsters
were eliminated in the
first round of the 57th
annual national spelling
bee today as they flubbed such words as "bursar" and "couture."
That left 138 contestants from the r,ecord
number of competitors
still in this year's
contest.
The younsters sailed
through such words as
"is thm us" and
"algorithm," but left
the field for misspelled
efforts on "plexus" and
"prescience."
The 78 girl and 73 boy
finalists who started today are the best of an
estimated 8 million to 9

Golf Balls
Excellent quality
Top Flite
Maxfli
Pinnacle
Tourney
Titleist
Hogan
Ram
Pro Staff

1 79
Sale

Your Choice 4rch

Refrigerant
12

v.,

Turtle Wax
Zip Wax

For Auto

Sure Stain
Redwood

Redwood
Latex inStain
Sta

Instant

Air Conditioners

1,

1 Lb. Can

99c

•

(
11

Sale

$299

to the demand would increase the costs of West
German products by as
much as 20 percent,
pricing them out of vital
exi -t markets.
0 n T,uesda y ,
Volkswagen A.G. — the
maker of VW, Audi and
Porsche cars — became
the latest victim in the
dispute.
"I usually get 24 cars
a month.... I've got
three on the lot," said
Skip Potter, manager of
Ed Potter Mercedes in
Columbus, Ohio,
McGumrn said BMW
had three months' worth
of cars in its "pipeline"
— meaning cars that
have been tbuilt and
eventually will reach
the United States.
However, "we could
have spot shortages in a
couple of weeks" if the
labor situation is not
resolved, he said.
"Consumer
preference will be felt
first," McGurn added.
"Customers may not be
able to get the interior
color or exterior color
they want.'

National spelling contest under

$6997

For All Color Tops Bait Of The Weeitt

disease ever undertaken, has shown a consistent decline in heart
attacks, angina and
other heart ailments in men between 1950 and
1980, Ms. Eaker said.

411

$20
0
Less

$399
Gal.

Rebate

• PEANUTS
IC MY PAP SAYS HE MOM AND HE WENT
FINALLY BELIEVES TO A RESTAURANT FOR
IN MIRACLES
DINNER LAST NIGHT...

-Li

4m.
.
I

5% Sevin
Garden Dust

Steel Woo
Soap Pads

20 Gal. Garbage Can
Galvanized

4

Sevin

HE SAID NO ONE
THAT'S A REAL-N1
5AN6 "HAPPY BIRTHDAY'l HARD TO IRACLE'
TO ANYONE THE WHOLE BELIEVE
TIME THEY WERE THERE

4 Lb. Bag

4,11

88

599
Sale

Men's Short Sleeve

Reg. $19.99
Only

Jumpsuits
By Big Ben
Sizes Sm to Xlg
Lightweight Poplin
Navy, Tan and Blue

$1488

J99
•
1111w4.a111

As Seen On T.V.

Men's Levis® Original
501 Pre-Washed

Jeans gal

1/2 PRICE SALE
Men's
Wolverine
WOLVERINE
1.4..
BV,',?,

Work
Boots

Men's & Boys

is®

Fleece Shirts
$399 1/2 Price

Sale Prices Start At $ 145°
Includes 505's Super Slim
and Ladies 501 Jeans

Sale Prices Start At
Includes Muscle Shirts,
Sweat Looks, Zip Front
and Print Front

PALMETTO'S "

Just
$3000
Reg. $60.00
Style No. 1183
It

Thick Terry

Ladies Palmetto

Beach Towels

Shorts

$A50

Oyr Best
Sellerl

/
1 2 Price .

Now

•

Reg: $9.00
Rebel Flag, Stripes,
and Rainbows

Button-Fly
100% Cotton
Waist Sizes 28-38
Reg. $30.00

$2499

1/2 PRICE SALE

adies

/
1 2 Price

-

c-31

15 Per Bag

I

•

million youngsters who
competed -in local _contests. They represent
147 newspaper sponsors
around the country.
Four newspapers sent
two contestants,
The record number of
participants in the final
bee, sponsored by
S c ripps -How a rd
Newspapers, compares
to 137 last year, and nine
in 1925, when the event
was started as a national competition by
the Louisville CourierJournal.
The winner after a
scheduled two-day contest will receive $1,000, a
trophy cup, an engraved
plaque for his or her
school and other prizes.

94
r
Net Cost

cc

wa

Stripes and Solids

$950
Only

Reg. $18.99

,k4w.

By
Colony
Assorted
Colors
And
Styles
To Choose
From
Big Savings
For Summer

All Ladies
Swilmwear

$1350
Now

Reg. $16.99

UNCLE JEFFS PHARMACY 'UNCLE JEFFS SPORTING GOODS 'UNCLE JEF S PHARMACY

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Atmospheric
disturbance
6 The ones
here
11 Calling
13 Talked idly
14 River in
Siberia
15 Field flowers
17 A state: abbr
18 Ancient
20 Journeys
21 Fruit seed
22 Saucy •
24 Beverage
25 Legal charge
26 Float in air
28 Takes
unlawfully
30 Entreaty
32 Organs of
hearing
33 Huriies
35 River duck
37 High cards
38 Grain
40 Stalk
42 Land
measure
43 European
herring
45 The sett
46 Maiden loved
by Zeus
47 Dresses
49 Paid notice
50 Platforms
52 Lawmaking
body
54 Bar legally
55 Wise persons
DOWN
1 Large ladle
2 Articles of
furniture

3 Owner's risk
abbr
4 Crihnson
5 Flesh
6 Spanish for
"three''
7 Possesses
8 Latin
conjunction
9 Set of games
10 Prepares for
print
12 Disturbance
13 Buccaneer
16 Petitions
19 Let fall
21 Throb
rhythmically
23 Stories
25 Challenges
27 Female ruff
29 Dine
31 Takes as
one's own

33 Darts.
colloo

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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K,

34 Hindu
43 Walk
garment
44 Golf mounds
36 Represents- 47 Time gone by
tive
48 Nahoor
37 Get up
sheep
39 Sailors
51 Near
C011011 .
Symbol
for
53
41 POSOIOOS
silver
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Eastern wins All-Sports trophies, but MSU tops All-OVC list
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Eastern Kentucky
University can crow
about its historic sweep
In the Ohio Valley Conference All-Sports
trophy tabulations.
For the. first time
ever, an OVC Member
has earned both the
men's and women's AllSports awards in the
same year. It was
Eastern's first men's
trophy since 1965, the
first year the men's
trophy was establrshed,

onels (runnerup last
year) for the 1983-84
award. Murray won the
men's tennis championship as its only team title this year, but received solid rankings in the
other seven categories
- cross country,
baseball, golf, outdoor
track, indoor kack,
football and basketball.
Eastern, meanwhile,
garnished championships in football,
baseball, golf and indoor track and were
fourth or better in three

COACH OF YEAR Bennie Purcell was
honored as the Ohio
Valley Conference
men's tennis Coach of
the Year for the fifth
conseCutive time after
his Racer netters won
the OVC crown, also for
the fifth straight year.
Only Western Kentucky's Ted Hornbiick
has won the award
more times than
Purcell. Hornbeck won
the honor six times
over a 12-year span.
1963-1975.

while the women's
trophy was the Lady
Colonels' second in a
row (the OVC women's
award has only been in
existence since 198Q-81).
However& despite the
demise of last year's
.
men's All-Sports Trophy
winner. Murray State's
athletic program has
much to brag about in
the way of.a successful
program overall and
spring sports in
particular.
The Racers were edged 1034 to 93 by.the Col-

of the other four
categories, and tied for
fifth in basketball.
Middle Tennessee
came in third in the
men's standings with
89',4 points on the
strength of championships in outdoor track
and cross country.
In the- women's standings, Eastern (634)
placed first by a wide
margin followed by Middle Tennessee (46),
Morehead (45) and Murray State (42%).
Though Murray State

came up short in the Thomas, Steve Massed,
team titles, the Racers' John Brunner, and
and Lady Racers were Johan Tanum. The Lady
impressive in individual Racer tennis squad. the
honors this spring.
OVC team champion,
In the total calcula- also had five individuals
tions for spring All-OVC named all-conference honors, Murray State Kathy Outland, April
placed 22 athletes on the Horning, Maureen
six glitter squads. Rankine, Jourrin Eld
That's 22 of 83 All- and Starr Jones.
Conference athletes
The Lady Racer track
selected this spring.
team topped all MSU
The 83 total includes spring sports teams
two All-OVC teams with seven All-OVC
selected in baseball. 11 selections - Kathy
players from the Nor- Meyer, Chris Hunt, Val
thern Division and 12 Lemoignan, Maxine
from the Southern Divi- Best, Angela Payne,
sion. Murray State, Linda Cooper and Diane
competing in the Fondaw.
Southern Division, was
The Thoroughbred
eligible for only 72 of the baseball squad had
83 all-conference slots.
three conference
The 22 honors by MSU honorees this year in
topped runnerup Middle David Butts, Mike
Tennessee which had 20 Gargiulo and Gary
all-conference selec- Blaine while golf and
tions - 13 of those came men's ttack had one
in men's outdoor track. member each Eastern was third In freshman Bud Ward in
individual honors with golf and pole vaulter
17 All-OVC, winners in Kyle Pavelonis in track.
the spring competitions.
Among the Murray
State honorees was the
men's tennis Player of
the Year, MSU junior
Bobby Montgomery.
Also, Bennie Purcell
PARIS (AP) - Jimwas honored as the OVC my Connors played
Coach of the Year, his awesome tennis and
fifth consecutive time to moved confidently into
receive the award.
the third round of the
Purcell's accomplish- $1.8 million French
ment is a conference Open championships totennis record for suc- day in his bid to win the
cessive Coach of the only Grand'Slam title
Year honors, but Ted that has eluded him.
Hornback of:-Westein
Also seeing action toKentucky has won the day were the tournaaward six times ment's No. 1 seeds altogether (1963, 1967, McEnroe and Martina
1971-73, and 1975).
Navratilova.
Montgomery led a
McEnroe was
contingent of five Racer scheduled to play fellow
teammates honored in American Ben Testerthe men's tennis tabula- man in a replay of last
tions including Barry year's first-round battle

ALL-CONFERENCE - Murray State pole vaulter Kyle
Pavelonis was named All Ohio Valley Conference for his individual championship in that event during the conference meet
this spring. Pavelonis was one of 22 MSU athletes named All-OVC'
in the six spring sports this year.
File photo by Jim Rector

Connors plays 'awesome' to eliminate Lloyd
in which McEnroe
shouted at linesmen and
kicked a press
photographers camera.
Navratilova's secondround foe was Marcella
Mesker of The
Netherlands.

Lloyd 6-4, 6-1, 6-4 in just
under two hours.
The 31 -year -old
American, seeded third,
delighted a big holiday
crowd with a series of
lobs, drop shots and
forehand and backhand

Against practically
any other opponent,
Lloyd would have fared
far better.He played extremely well, serving
powerfully and passing
Connors whenever he
had the Chance. But
Connors turned in by far
the best. individual perMurray tennis pro Mel Purcell advanced in
formance of the
doubles play at the French Open, Wednesday,
championships.
by teaming with Vitas Gerulaitis to defeat
He had his luck with
David Graham and Graham Warder of
at least a half dozen net
Australia, 7-6, 7-5.
cords, but made hardly
any unforced errors and
always had Lloyd on the
Using a wide variety winners that had Lloyd
defensive by going for
of shots, Connors over- scurrying around the
the lines at the sides and
powered Britain's John court.
back of the slow red clay

court.
Watching the match
on Court One was
Lloyd's estranged wife,
Chris Evert Lloyd, vlfho
minutes earlier had
reached the third round
of the women's singles
in just 41 minutes.
She crushed Masako
Yanaki of Japan 6-0, 6-0
and has now dropped only one game in two
matches.
Tomas Smid of
Czechoslovakia, the No.
14 seed, was eliminated
in straight sets by
Emilio Sanchez of Spain
7-6, 6-4, 6-4.

Jacksonville hires
trainer from Murray

FiVACH
"

Bo McDougal of Murray,former
undergraduate and
graduate athletic
trainer at Murray State,
has been appointed permanent head trainer at
Jacksonville University
after serving as interim
trainer the past year.
McDougal, 27, was
named interim trainer

Conversions
Will do full or partial van or truck
conversions.

Call
SteveMoore
753-8107
1:1211iF1

.
1111.710
voup p nc
INSURAN"
I pOLICY
S AGENTI A

12021/2 Johnson Blvd.
Murray
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Tune into tifetime every weekday for The- Nature
Of Things.
This award-winning television series takes viewers around
the world,back in time.and into the future, for a stimulating
examination of our environment,culture and past.
Hosted by scientist Dr. David Suzuki, programs cover a
diverse range of scientific subjects with informative narration and
superb on-location photography.

We'd like to have the opportunity to show you what we
mean with quality protection and service. Call us
today

PURDOM
THURMAN
AND
McNUTT
Dan McNutt
Southside
Court Sq.

753-4451

At
1983
Sale
Prices

State Auto
Insurance
Companies

at Jacksonville in
November of 1983. Paul
Griffin, Director of
Athletics at JU, recently
offered McDougal the
full-time appointment
for the 1984-85 academic
year.
"We're very pleased
with the work Bo has
.done for us this past
year, and we look for-,
ward to having him on
our staff again in
1984-85," said Griffin.
A certified member of
the National Athletic
Trainers Association,
McDougal graduated
from Murray State in
1980.
After teaching
Physical Education
courses at the Calloway
County Middle School,
he served as graduate
assistant trainer at
MSU in 1981-82. Following a year as a grad
assistant at Arizona
State, he returned to
Murray in 1983 prior to
coming to Jacksonville.
He recently won the
low-handicap division of
the annual Jacksonville
Tibi Golf Tournament at
the Griffin Golf Course
in the city. He and his
wife Joanie live in
Jacksonville.

A.P.R.FAZATEG
Easy to Operate...
-Easy to own
Enjoy the benefits of Case
exclusive hydraulic drive — buy
your Case tractor now during
our
Sate and get all you
can get in tractor performance.

The Nature of Things

all

9.8% APR Financing
Available

Weekdays at 9 AM on channel 23

There is a Case tractor to tit
your budget
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NBA championship series

BOSTON (AP) - It's
only the second game of
a possible seven-game
series, but Los Angeles
Coach Pat Riley says
the Boston Celtics
"have to win" tonight
and will use more
physical contact to accomplish it.

Wednesday. "They're
going to bump us and be
more physical, and I
hope our players are
listening because that's
the approach I think
they're going to take."
After the Lakers won
Sunday's first game of
the National Basketball
Association championship series, 115-109,
Boston's Cedric Maxwell said, "We played
L.A. with kid gloves. We

THERSHAV. MAI' 31, 19/4

Major League Baseball

did not really touch very physical. I think
them or blimp them ear- they want to make it
ly in the game. We let count for something. We
them do what they were able to deal with it
wanted."
except for brief stretFacing the prospect of ches when they got a lot
a more brutal battle of offensive rebounds."
tonight, Los Angeles
The Lakers rode their
center Kareem Abdul- fast break to a 28-10 lead
Jabbar said Wednes- in the first eight
day, "I hope they're not minutes. Boston never
more physical. They'll caught up, although it
probably bring brass outscored the Lake's
knuckles if they are.
99-87 the rest of the
"Sunday's game was game.

To win, the Celtics
say, they must improve
their outside shooting to
keep Los Angeles from
double-teaming their
big men and must
retreat quickly on
defense to stop the
Lakers from scoring
easy baskets off the fast
break.
"They're sending us a
"I haven't seen a fast
very subtle message" in
break this good in years
their comments to
and years. They're the
reporters, Riley said
best I've seen in the last
10 or 15 years," said
Boston Coach K.C.
Jones.
"It's a necessity that
we win," Maxwell said.
CINCINNATI(AP)- coaches and scouts. "I Levane, a New York can use •a guard his "To be down 2-0going
to
Dicky Beal, the former will just do the best I Knicks scout, who said height: It's important Los Angeles, we
really
University of Kentucky can."
Beal's height "is the on- who picks him."
don't want to do that . . .
playmaking guard, says
Beal, of Cevington, ly thing against him."
Beal says while a pro We won't play any bighe just wants a shot at Ky., was among a group
career is top on his list, ger games this season
showing he can play in of 14 current or hopeful
"At 5-11, he's rrt go- he isn't limiting himself except maybe the final
the National Basketball NBA players who par- ing to be a one-on-one to that option only. He one."
Association, despite his ticipated in a mini-camp player, and * I'd think says he would opt for a
Only seven times in
small, 5-foot-11 height.
Tuesday at Xavier' he'd have problems career in business if the NBA history has a team
"All I want is a shot to University under the playing defense against NBA doesn't want him, lost its first two playoff
make it in the NBA," gaze of eight NBA bigger guards," Levane but would not try the games at home. And onsaid Beal, adding he scouts and coaches.
said. "For him to make minor-league Continen- ly once has that team
knew his small size coud
Among the NBA con- it, he will have to be tal Basketball come back to win the
hurt in the eyes of NBA tingent was Fuzzy picked by a club that Association.
series. That was Los
Angeles over San Francisco in the Western
Division semifinals in
1969. In the championship series that year,
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
Steven Gresham and Vijay Cahoon both doublBoston beat the Lakers,
And yet another Kentucky League game has
ed for Murray Cablevision.
4-3, in their most recent
ended in a tie.
playoff meeting.
—
For the second time this week, a game was
LITTLE LEAGUE
The home court "is a
postponed because the two teams couldn't decide
Scott Rose's double in the bottom of the sixth
factor. I don't think it's
who was the victor in regulation time.
spoiled Hutson Chemical's shot at a 1-run victory
a big factor but it's a
As the time limit expired Wednesday night,
by launching Pagliai's into a permanent 2-1 lead.
factor," said AbdulEnix Interiors and Dennison-Hunt had just
The Wednesday night solo Little League game
Jabbar. "It can be
finished the sixth inning, knotted 9-9.
was as exciting as the 2-1 score would indicate.
worth a couple of points
The game will be continued Saturday at 6 p.m.
Hutson's Kevin Tucker and Kevin Turner pitchat crucial times."
Tuesday a Kentucky League game between
ed a shutout through five innings while Bruce
The Lakers, who had
Murray eablevision and Jaycees, tied 8-8, was
Thurmond, the eventual winner, went the
the NBA's 13th best
called off because of the time limit and will be
distance and gave up only one run on four hits.
'home record during-the
concluded Friday night at 8:15 p.m.
'•
Hutson's single run came in the top of the seregular season, will be
During Wednesday's contest, Dennison-Hunt
cond frame.
hosts for Games 3 and 4
pitchers Michael Lovett and Chris Bailey pitched
Kevin England was the only Hutson batter
Sunday and Wednesday.
a one-hitter - the sole single was.produced by
with any extra-base success against Thurmond
Boston's 29-12 road
Chip Greene.
as he smacked a double.
record was the league's
Meanwhile Bailey was busy going 2-for-2 and
For Pagliai's, Joey Waller had a pair of singles
best.
Ryan Peckenpaugh slugged a double against
and Rose's double, which drove in the winning
Enix pitchers Shane Knight and Mickey Futrell.
run, accounted for half of the victors' six hits.
The secynd game was a 9-8 cliffhanger with
The Hutson loss threw the league standings inACT winning in the bottom of the sixth off a
to a logjam as three teams are now tied for first
bases-loaded single by Mike Deavers.
place with 52 records. Hutson, D&W Auto Parts
Deavers' hit clipped Murray Cablevision and
and 1890's are all bottlenecked at the top with
tagged Jason Kelly and Hal Nance with the loss.
Pagliai's in sole possession of fourth place at 4-3.
Brent Caer and Deavers both went 2-for-3 and
Eight more games remain in the regular
John Tubbs doubled once along with helping Curseason as the teams are half a game away from
tis Bucy pitch the win.
the midway point.
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SCOREBOARD

Riley predicts Celtics will be more physical

NATIONAL LEAGU(
EAST DIVISION
W
L Pct. GB
Chicago
27 19
Ma —
Philadelphia -38 19
578
19
New York
22 20 .524
3
Montreal
24 23
511
3%
St Louie
23 27
MO
Pittsburgh
18 25
409 8
WEST DIVISION
Los Angeles
28 23 .549
San Diego
25 21 .543
Cincinnati
38 22
542
Atlanta
26 23
521
154
Houston
30 28
417 6%
San Francisco 16 29 .359 9.
Wedneeday's Games
Los Angeles 4. Montreal I
Chicago 8, Atlanta 2
Philadelphia 3. San Francisco 2
Cincinnati 6. Pittsburgh 4. 14
innings
St Louis 6. Houston 4
San Diego at New York. ppd ,
rain
Thursday's Gimes
St. Louis (Forsch 04) at New
York I Terrell 3-4).(n1
Chicago tRatney 3-31 at
Philadelphia (Hudson 5-31, In o
Montreal (Gunickson 1-4) at Pittsburgh (DeLeon 2-2 o. In)
Atlanta (Mahler 24 i at Cincinnati (Pas-tore 2-3), In)
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Atlanta at Cincinnati. 2. I twin)
Montreal at Pittsburgh. In,
St. Louis at New York, (ni
Chicago at Philadelphia. In I
Houston at Los Angeles, In o
San Diego at San Fiasacisco. In o

Beal's NBA possibilities limited by height

AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
W
L Pd.
Detroit
37
9
804
Toronto
32
15
Nil
Baltimore
28 21
571
Milwaukee
32 24
476
Boston
. 21
26 .447
New York
30 77
4311
Cleveland
17 NI
$78
WEST DIVISION
California
26 29 .51Q
lUnnesota
23 26
479
Chicago
22 36
466
Oakland
23 27
41110
Seattle
23 27
460
Kansas City
20 25
444
Texas
20 29
408

Running
GM
—
554
10%
15
1654
1754
19%

Wednesday's Genies
Detroit 2, Oakland 1
Baltimore 8, Seattle 2
Cleveland 9, Milwaukee 1. let
game
Milwaukee 3. Cleveland 2. 10 inn
trigs, 2nd game
Boston 2. Minnesota 0
Toronto 2, Chicago 1
Texas T. Kansas City-3
New York 10. California 1
Thursday's Gsme
Kansas City ( Gubicza 2.3 o at Minnesota (Hodge 1-1 ), In o
Only game scheduled
Friday's Games
California at Cleveland. in,
Baltimore at Detroit, in o
New York at Toronto, In o
Oakland at Chicago. in,
Boston at Milwaukee, in,
Seattle at Texas,(n
Kansas City at Minnesota. In

Sports Transactions
Wednesday's Sports Transaction!
BASEBALL
American League
BOSTON RED SOX — Sent Mike
Brown, pitcher, to Pawtucket of the
International League Recalled
Dennis Boyd. pitcher, from
Pawtucket.
KANSAS CITY ROYALS — Furchased the contract of Charlie
Leibrandt, pitcher from Omaha of
the American Association. Optioned Mark Huiamann. pitcher. to
Omaha
NEW YORK YANKEES — Signed Kevin Trudeau. pitcher

Local Summer League Baseball

National Woe
ATLANTA BRAVES — Placed
Claudell Washington, outfielder, on
the 16-day disabled Hat Called up
Brad Komminak, outfielder. from
Richmond of the International
League'
FOOTBALL
National Football League
BUFFALO BILLS — Announced
the retirement of Frank• Lewis,
wide receiver.
DENVER BRONCOS — Signed

Chris Brewer, running back. to a
series of one-year contracts
NEW YORK JETS — Signed
John Autry and Scott Collins. defensive ends, Bruce Branch, Bradford
Gill. Tom Carnes. Jeff Nikora Matt
Walker and Eric Schwartz. guards,
Willie Burnett. James Rickenbacker, Tom Tolbert, Randy Shed.
tom Tucker and Craig Williams.
running backs. Russ CarpenUeri,
Brian Clark. Jeff Davis and Marco
Morales, place•kickers, Gary
Quichere, Patrick Dean, Scott Herrman and John Merrill, defensive
tackles, Ronnie DeBoee, tight end,
Mike Genetti and Vincent Murray.
safeties. Larry Hock and Barry
Tolliver, wide receivers. Mark
Jehn. punter. Lendell Jones, Skip
Lane. Tommy Rushing,and Dwight
Webeter.'cornerbacks, Don Miller.
'tickle and Mark Ogren. linebacker
TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS —
Signed Keith Browner, linebacker,
to a four-year contract
United States Football League
DENVER GOLD — Signed Bruce
Stuffier, linebacker Waived Mark
Shoop. defensive lineman

METROPOLIS, Ill.
- A 10,000 meter road
race, conducted as part
of the annual Superman
Celebration, will take
place June 9 at 8:30
a.m. at Dorothy MilletPark in downtown
Metropolis.
The road race will
feature six classes for
males and six for
females and the $6 entry fee includes a Tshirt.
For entry forms contact Jim Youn-g,
•WMOK, Box 720,
Metropolis, Ill., 62960.
or call 618-524-9209.

_INCA A
Pia yo/Ts
MONTGOMERY,
Ala. (AP) - A confidential report to the
NCAA Council said
playoffs to determine
the national championship football team
could be feasible as
early as January 1986.
A copy of the report
obtained by The Advertiser, a Montgomery
newspaper, said there
are two options for a
national playoff.
The first is a fourteam bracket, to include two semiinal
games to be played two
Saturdays prior to the
Super Bowl and a
championship game to
be played on the Saturday preceding the
Super Bowl.
The second option is a
two-team playoff to be
played an the Saturday
prior to the Super Bowl.

SCOREBOARD

tie

GOODYEAR BULLETIN
SAVE NOW ON
EVER
SELL
YTHI
!
WE
NG
ILYNIPIC

If the closest you'll get to
the Summer Olympic Games in
Los Angeles Is your TV set....

=Mb
um.
C IWO

INCLUDING ALL TIRES & SERVICE
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ACCESS

It
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r
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I GOODYEAR OFFER VALID
ONLY WffH COUPON

is created for You!

:5555555;o:555:15:I:

Over half the world's population —
2.5 billion people in 120 nations—
will be watching on television as
the 1984 Olympic Games open in
Los Angeles.
198401-YMPICACCESS is the finest
guide for viewing the ofter.
confusing and always complex
OLYMPIC events on the TV screen.
It covers every sport of the 23rd
Olympic Games with page-by-page
summaries of the critical information
on what to watch for: rules, tips on
strategy, facts, equipment,
records, techniques, trivia and
schedule of events.

OFF
OFF
5
I
10
1
.
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II

GOODYEAR OFFER VALID I GOODYEAR OFFER VALID
:
2 ONLY WITH COUPON II ONLY WITH COUPON

OFF
115
15
OFF
.
1

1 copy 2copies 5copies 10copies 100copies
$295
$45
$24
$4.95
$9
for shopping 6 hareareg add

$1.50

Please

11E

$2.25

$3.00

$5.00

O
II
•

send me

Coupon Expires Saturday,
Coupon Expires Saturday,
I
June 2,1984
2,1984
June
Limit-1 Coupon per Purchase
II
Limit-1 Coupon per Purchase
.110.11..11111.111.1.1111111...
111M.
.
.M1
101 11

$2000

INSTANT
II

_copies oil9840IympicACCESSI

CREDIT.

.orow

Price $

•
•—o--onie—ouwome—
m
•

• -•- w

wmis
amen

• Please send check or money
•Order for the Total amount,
payable to:...

Shipping & Handling $
(CaMofne add 6 5 ow

CPO) SEWS fly

Total $

•
• •Dept. D61
•

Enpy credit card
convenience for your
automotive needs
Pick up an applicationtoday Use The Silver
Card nationwde at
permeating Goodyear
retail outlets

•ro2,

rne

•ACCESSPRESS Ltd,

•PO Box 10801
Des Moines, Iowa 50336

O ON ANYPURCKASE
II OF $250 OR MORE

ON ANY $100
PURCHASE

AMIN"
•

ON ANY $50
PURCHASE

111
Coupon Expires Saturday,
Coupon Expires Saturday,
2,1984
June
June 2,1984
111
I• Limit-1 Coupon per Purchase
Limit-1 Coupon per Purchase
..........................

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••II
oogi
•
0mM
•

II

ON ANY $25
PURCHASE

0

Find out why white-tipped gloves
are worn in boxing, when track
races are run in lanes and when
-not, how cyclists play cat and
mouse during a race.
-19840LYMPICACCESS will put you
behind the scenes during the
games and provide you with a o
valuable general sports
encyclopedia long after the final
gold medal of the 23rd Olympiad
has been awarded.
19840LYMPICACCESS contains
full-color original illustrations
•including 85 equipment drawings,
50 diagrams of playing fields, 81
sequence drawings of action in
progress, 25 site maps, 36 World
• and Olympic Record charts

GOODYEAR OFFER VALID
I
I ONLY WITH COUPON

Address

ON Stare & Zip Code

allow 4 6 weeks 'of deirve

Good
year
Rudol
ph
(302) 733-0393
Murray, Ky.
U.S.'641 S.
"Business Is Good"

"We Have A

Winnin. ream — Omni , Quentft

A

Price"

•

•
,
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
2

Notice

2

Notice

5. Lost and Found

14. Want to Buy

MirfrffirITT1

bracelet. Lost Friday. FIBERGLASS Pickup
Reward. Please call Topper. Call Day 7626187. Night 153-8297.
753-12110 or 762-6957.
UM Fireproof filing
cabinet. Also mobile
home tires. 753-2922.
6. Help Wanted
WANTED to buy: Hardwood timber. Call
BEAUTICIAN. Shop
manager with 3 years 753-0338.
experience. Must be trART To BUY. shod
mature, possess a posi- wide bed for 1960-1968
tive mental attitude and Chevrolet truck. 753the ability to resolve 7597.
people problems in a
mutually satifactory 15. Articles for Sale
manner. We are seeking
23 CU. ft. chest freezer.
a determined hard 753-7646.
worker who desires a
une
ri7
- picnic
minimum of $20,000
ft. Alum.
annual income. Send table, 14
Inquiries to P.O Box Ftidgeline Fishing Boat,
Portable outdoor fish
1040A, Murray.
fryer. Call 436-2950.

24. Miscellaneous

27. Mobile Homes for Sale
10x50 STAR.- trailer for
sale. $3,200. Located:
West Ky. Lake Development, Lax Rd.,
Lot rlo. 3. Contact
Ferguson.
10x, CONCRETE drive,
carport and porch,
carpeted. 121 out of
Coldwater on Sandlack
Road. 438-2828.
1976 DETROIT 14x56, 2
BR, central heat and
air, stove, washer and
dryer, underpinning,
utility pole, front and
rear deck option. Extra
nice. Call 758-1396, After
5p.m. 753-5905.

34. House! lot Rent

2 BR brick house. Call
438-2975.
BR house, washer,
Prices
dryer, stove, refrigerator furnished. Couples
2 Gal. Outside
only. Deposit required.
Latex House
492-8662.
3 BR brick, full basePaint.
ment, fireplace, in
Reg. $33.50
town. Available immediately. 753-2286.
NICE 2 BR house on
Sale $2395
tree shaded lot.
Available June 1st.
$225/month. Couples or
girls only. 753-6774 or
JOHN Deere Crawler.
after 52.m. 753-6856.
Loader, good condition.
WAWTED-'Settled
$2,900. 436-5539.
married couple to rent
MINOLTA
copy
Jim Suitor & Jerry
28. Mobile Homes for Rent nice two bedroom brick
Seafood
machine, excellent
Henry will be in our
2;ITCE 2 BR trailer near home. 8 miles SE of
condition, $795. 759-1041.
Buffet
Murray. No pets. 489- Murray. References
showroom from
Fish, Frog Legs,
and deposit. Call 4922611.
Cornmercial
5 h.p., 60
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
8594 after 6p.m.
Boiled Shrimp &
gal.
tanks,
15.3
C.F.M.
Models & Talent
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
16. Home Furnishings
per minute. Retail $1, 29. Heating and Cooling
Oysters on the half
For
PURDOM
295.
Special
$895. We
37. Liveatock-Supplles
shell. $8.00
IS PC. sectional, like
deliver. 901-749-0091
TV,
MOTORS, INC.
For Sale Used Air
new. $250. Call 753.4216.
Fri. & Sat.
night
or day.
Film,
!MOWN vinyl sofa, 850.
Conditioners 34,000
Olds-Pont -Cad -Buick
P-ERT-ORMANCE
4:30-9:00
Chrome dinette table PROCESg MAIL! $75
TESTED 3/8, 1/2, 3/4
BTU to 5,000 BTU.
Fashion,
per
hundred!
No
exchairs,
Twin
$25.
and
CUBA RESTAURANT
and 7/8 Simmental and
Arr...LACE S F.Pick.
Guaranteed
perience.
Magazines,
Part
or
full
mattress,
$10.
size
Maine -Anjou service
North 16th and Poor
Hwy. 303 Cuba, Ky
DILL'S ELECTRIC
Commercials
Hollywood bed frame, time. Start image bulls. Only the very
Farm Rd. Open 7:00
mediately.
Details-send
Phone 382-2208
braided
rugs
$15. Oval
753-9104
top performance bulls
& Extras
A.M. Tues.. Thurs., and
self-addressed stamped
6x9, $20. Call 753-4390.
offered from over 800 Al
Sat. Price Still 50 cents
envelope to CRI-N41,
Call or apply
performance cows. All
Qt.
Box 9014, Stuart, FL
from
30. Business Rentals
bulls health tested and
19. Farm Equipment
33495.
3 Card of Thanks
guaranteed. Broadbent
12-5 P.M.
1 98 1 CH E V-R 0-I
RAILROAD Ties, 83.00
Farms, Route 1, Cadiz,
The
Twin Screw Truck, 70 and up. Call 753-2905 or
KY 42211. Phone (Day)
Mini
series,
CARD OF
heavy
duty
Models
435-4343 or 435-4319.
(502)235-5182.
Warehouse
Kodak cab. 3208 Cat CLEARANCE
THANKS
SALE.
Network
Diesel
engine,
13
'speed
Storage Space
We wish to express
Rear tine tillers. Supply
1472 Broadway
transmission, 24 ft. limited.
Prices good
our _appreciation to
For Rent
41. Public Sales
grain
bed
hoist,
twin
Suite 902
while they last. All have
everyone who has so
radial tires, less than Briggs
753-1492
and
Stratton
New York, NY
100,000 miles, $25,000. engines,
graciously supplied
3 forward
Jerry Page, speeds
'
10036
our needs since the
and reverse. 5 FOR SALE OR LEASE
.YARD SALE
901-642-3328.
(212) 719-5039
HP, $399.99; 8 HP, - Commercial building
fire that destroyed our.
- 2 Row Cultivators. 1 $499.99.
Wallin Hard- with an apartment
511 N. 7th St.
home. We hesitate to
Spring Shank, 1 Stiff ware, Par1s;-1Ni‘.!
-- above. Ideal for a
mention names or
Shank. 489-2434.
Friday Only
SAWDUST for sale.
9. Situation Wanted
FOR Sale 5 ft. Bushhog. Shoemaker Lumber business, doctor's ofsend individual thank
fice,
lawyer's
8-?
office
and
21 YEARS Experience
753-4725.
yous lest someone be
Co., Hwy. 22 North, etc. Good location.
purchasing agent and
No
Early Sales
McKenzie, TN. 901-352- Plenty of parking. For
omitted but we are - other supervisory
5777.
20. Sports Equipment
Adult„,,.
more information call
and
deeply grateful to
positions. Will consider
502-236-3158 days, 502anything related or .45 CAL.
SATELLITE
each one who has conchildren's
clothing,
Service,
Thompson
236-2158 nights.
unrelated. Resume Center
tributed in any way.
toys,
jewelry,
Hawken Flin- system repairs, tune STORAGE room or
furnished. Farmington,ups,
upgrades
and
new
tlock, good shape,
*Your thoughtfulness
household items,
office space available in
502-345-2036.
sale.
Tri-State
Satellite
shoots well, $100 firm.
has meant so much
Sales,' 315 Tyson Ave. established shopping
TEACHER will tutor 753-0556 after 5p.m.
depression glass.
during this time.
Paris, TN. We repair center. (Ideal for small
students after school or
odds
& ends
anyone's satellite business). 753-7220
in the summer. For
Sincerely, Melton,
23. Exterminating
between 10-5.
system.
details
753-7129.
call
'
901-642-5381.
Larue and Karen.
WC 20 Computer with 31.
SWIMMING Lessons.
Want to Rent
Cali Your
data set, excellent conWill teach any age, basic
BR
home in or close to
dition.
6. Help Wanted
through racing. Re$120.
Call after
Local Professionals
Murray. References
YARD SALE
p.m. 436-2455.
asonable. For more inA
FLN
JOB.
Super- formation. Call 753-4346.
AMC
AM C1 visors
supplied. Call Sally,
WATER
Heaters.
ElecFri. & Sat.
needed for U,SA
tric, double heating 753-1933, 8-5.
Spirit, 2 door,
No. I Toy Party Plan to
641
North 1st
elements, round glass MSU faculty member
hire and manage de- Have excellent reautomatic,
seeking
lined
nice
House
apt.
ferences.
or
759-1762.
tanks,
5
past
year
mostrators. Free trainguarantee, 30 gal., house to rent. Minimum
Memorial Gardens
ing and supplies. Free 10. Business Opportunity
need paint
$109.99; 40 gal. $119; 50 of 2 BR. Write to P.O.
$300 sample kit. Great
Cemetary.
753-0414
gal. $139.99. Wallin Box 1040C, Murray.
$1200.00.
pay and earn Hawaii 7,800 SQ. Ft. CommerHardware.
Household
Murray's
only
Home
building
block
cial
on
1
trip. Work from. your
Call
32. Apts for Rent
owned and operated
items, lawn chairs,
home. Ladies over 23 acre pave parking lot.
26. TV -Radio
1 BR furnished apt., 1
753:0588.
call for details. Call Located 5 miles west of
Pest Control Service.
Christmas decorablock from campus,
Debbie collect at Murray on Hwy. 94.
19
COLOR
TV.,
1
year
After 5 p.m.
Free Inspection and
tions,
$155
bedspreads,
month.
No
pets.
502-653-4704 or 502-653- $30,000 with financing
old. Folding table and
Estimates
753-5980 or 753-1203.
available. 435-4526.
4742.
much more
chairs. Call 762-2458.
1 AND 2 BR apts. near
downtown Murray. 7534109, 762-6650 or 436-2844.
NANCY, ARE
WE NEVER TAKE
YOU'VE BEEN
1 BR furnished, lease
YOU BUSY ?
THE TIME TO JUST
LISTENING 10 THE
and deposit. Adults
Garage
SIT AND CHAT-RADIO PSYCHOLOGIST only. No pets. Call after
SO WHAT'S NEW ?
AGAIN ,HAVEN'T YOU? 4p.m., 759-4756 or 753Sale
9208.
Fri. & Sat.
1 BR furnished apt and g
BR furnished apt. Close
8 a.m.
to University. Call 7531517 Oxford Dr.
3134.
Washer, dinette set,
1 BR unfurnished, 2 BrE
furnished. Lease and
stereo, mattress &
deposit. Adults only. No
box springs, clothes,
pets. Call 753-9208 after
books, toys, G.E. air
rm.
conditioner,
lots
BR apt. downtown,
more.
newly decorated, new
carpet, new furniture.
Prefer couple. ReWELL,WHY
ferences and deposit
DON'T WE
753-4494.
J05T REAP .3required.
Backyard
BR brick duplex,
Ti4E NOTE? shade,
couples
Sale
preferred, no pets, partially furnished.
June 1st & 2nd
$220/month. Call 7538-Dark
6931.
707 Poplar
2 BR duplex in Northwood. Central heat
759-1029
and air, appliances
Men, women and
furnished. Wall to wall
children's clothes,
carpeting. 3265/month.
759-4406.
dishes, books, com2 BR duplex, Northwood.
ic books, household
L..rM VAV1S
753-0814.
fishing
items,
2 YOUNG ladies win
equipment.
share a house near MSU
WHAT
ON? A
and downtown with
WET T-SHIRT
another lady available
BASKETBALL SAME...
CONTEST
immediately. Call 753POLE VAULT...'Zr
6577.
FURNISHED apts. efficiency 1 or 2 BR. Also
sleeping rms. Zimmerman Apts., S. 16th
St. 753-8600.
Hazel, Ky.
FURNISHED 1 BR
basement apt. Cable
Sat., June 2
and utilities furnished.
$205/month. Available
Come buy or sell.
immediately. 1625
Hamilton Ave.
Free space. Set up
LARGE furnished -2 BR.
near the Antique
Available now. 753-8731.
Shop.

DAILY
CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM
LEASE
ASK GENE
AT

Incredible

BEL-AIR
DECOR STORE

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

ALL Leather Klien
Lineman's belt with
Lanyard. New, never
used, $70. Call 489-2406.
rrnE Wood. Seasoned
oak, tree trimming and
reMoving hedges and
shrubs. Free estimates.
753-5476.
FLASHING Arrow
Sign. First Month FreeRent. Rental Purchase
Plan. Portable Sign,
$225. Call Bill Tuell
502-782-2922.

NEW-m- Compressors.

Read
The
Classified
Section
For
Bargains
Everyday

WILL Clean

lam
41'. Public Sales

Never
Before
Garage
Sale
Fri. & Sat.
8-5
1505
Belmont Dr.

4 Party
Garage Sale

GARFIELD
EOIAIR

BEETLE BAILEY

.15 bi

JUMP( JUMP./

Sidewalk
Yard
Sale

BLONDIE

WELL, IT'S A REAL
MINUTE STEAK,ALL
RIGHT

THIRTY SECONDS TO
COOK IT, AND
THIRTY
SECONDS
TO EAT '

5.3/

thwood Drive, 1, 2 and 3
BR. Equal Housing
Opportunity. 759-4984.
CE 2 BR duplex apt.
$220/month. 753-0906. "
rrSTAIRS unfurnished
1 BR apt. Appliances
furnished. No pets. $140
month. Corner of 16th
and Fanner. 753-5980 or
753-1203.
33. Rooms for Rent
FOR lien Students.
Furnished room has
central air and kitchen
facilities. 1626
Hamilton. 436-5479 after
5p.m.

YARD
SALE

A HIDEOUT(4AVIER PHANTOM
,
Pim
PROTECTION),

TM °PACK JUNSLE AtiTIPOir
SEARCHES FAR ANO i047111,,,
4

,
•

-41
:"..4f% t"Pfri;
T4'
.
4
17,

4 PARTY
GARAGE
SALE

Fri. & Sat.
Rain or Shine

506 Blair
Lots of glassware,

hull

vases,

household
and more.

items

YARD SALE

Yard
Sale
406 S.
6th St.
Saturday,
June 2nd
9-?

YARD SALE
Corner
Johnny
Robinson Road &
Edinborough
Fri. & Sat.
8-?
ATC-70
3
Wheeler, table,
chairs,
toys,
clothing, all wood
cabinets, lots of
misc.

3 PARTY
YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat.
121 South to Locust
Grove Church Road.
12
Turn right, go 1 /
miles.
Big
man's
clothing, dishes,
records, leans, small
appliances, lots of
misc. Desk!
753-1746

8-4
1614
Calloway
trailers,
Beds,
camping
gear,
odds and ends.

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Gold
Closed
Closed
Yesterday 385.50
Yesterday
9.25
Opened
Opened
Today
384.25
Today
9.17
Down
1.25
Down
.08
Complimerissof
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA
753 7113
W.- buy Gold. Solver& Olansonds
Hour s: 105 Daily. 12 5 Sunday

t 111
sr]
tal
ca
hc
91
ga

In case of rain,
held following Sat.
Mattress, chest
of-drawers, desk
and
chair,
household items.

TI
SI
TI
ta

YARD
SALE
Fri. 8-1
Sat. 8-12
Sherwood
Fcirrest
Clothing,
household
items, much
more.
JAMES
ANTIQUES
641 South
Fine selection of
antiques. Custom
stripping. Expert
Repairing and
Refinishing. Brass
cleaning. 20 yr.
experience.
Reasonable rates.
492-8850
Mon.-Sat.

5 PARTY
YARD
SALE
Saturday 8-?
2 miles East on
Hwy. 94.
Clothing, furniture, quilt &
misc.
items.
Cancelled if rains
'I

Garage Sale

YARD SALE

Old 641. 3rd
house
past
Bucy's at Almo.
Fri. & Sat.
8-4
Lots of good
clothes, baby
items, odds &
ends.

AUCTION
LAND AUCTION
SATURDAY, JUNE 2, 1984
1:30 P.M.-RAIN OR SHINE
JAMES L. HALE FARM

PARIS, TENNESSEE
From The Paris, In. North City Limit Edge
From Hwy 641, Take Guthrie Road
Northeast 2 Miles To Sale Site!
Signs Posted!
171 ACRES MORE OR LESS
SELLING BY DEED
HENRY CO TENN. FARM LAND
Diversified Farm. Pasture, Woods Land. Running
Springs, Branch Bottoms. Timber, Roiling Hills And
Meadows. There Is A Metal Covered Pole Barn, A Cellar
Type Cottage. Other Storage Building, Water Well, And
Security Light
THE TIME TO BUY REAL ESTATE IS NOW
NOT TOMORROW
THIS 171 ACRES OFFERS MANY POSSIBILITIES'
LOOK THIS PROPERTY OVER AND BE WITH US
TO BID AND BUY"
TERMS:16% Down Day Of Sale'
Balence Due Within 30 Days'
THE OWNER SAYS SELL!!
e

41

••••

Sat. 8-?
735 Nash Dr.

Fri. & Sat. 8-3
1707 Johnson
Blvd.
Doran
Rd.)
(off
A garage crammed
full of household
items, furniture,
toys, clothes,(men's
lg., ladies sm. &
med., boys 10-20)
misc. galore!

R E
Hol
mon
avai
befo

YARD
SALE

4 PARTY

Sat. Only
7:30
1515 Canterbury
Name brand clothes
and shoes (men,
boys and ladies), collectibles,
toys,
something
for
_ everyone!

37

Butterworth Rd. at
Stella. Watch for
signs.
Rocker, baby items,
toys,
household
items.

Fri. & Sat.

DEep IN THE tratiGLE„nie two/r9

THAT
MAKES
TWELVE
NOTHINGS
TODAY:

YARD SALE
1/
1
2 miles off 94
East on Pottertown Rd. across
from
East
Elementary.
Saturday
Clothes (infant
thru adult),
household items.

Fri. and Sat.

IMITMT-17117-1T617

I HAVE TO BE BACK
AT THE OPFICE IN
TWENTY
MIN TES! !
lier%

4 PARTY

June 1 and 2

ontro

NANCY

41. Public Sales

Participating Real Estate Firm

STROUT REALTY CO.-PARIS, TN.
Phone 901442-1181

JAMES R. CASH
.. AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY
(5021 623-8466 OR (502) 623-6388
TENN FIRM 806 TENN AUC LIC .930

,•••

L-7

•

--cr • ---
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
•

37. Livestock-Supplies

37. Livestock -Supplies

REGISTERED
Holstein Heifer, 6
months old. Pedigree
available. Call 753-5543
before ip.m.

TWO Gaited' saddle

41

Public Sales

Carport Sale
Sat. 9-4

1510
Valentine Ave.
759-4689

YARD
SALE

Sat., June 2nd
In front of
Shoemakers in
Uncle Jeffs
Shopping
Center.

All Day
Saturday
1627
Loch
Lomond

Lots of antiques,
toys,
clothes,
walnut love seat,
chair, ruby plates,
antique pole lamp,
antique oak pie
safe

41

Public Sales

AUCTION
LAND AUCTION
SATURDAY
.
,JUNE 2. 1984
10 oo A M -RAIN OR SHINE
OLD SPRINGVILLE.'TENNESSEE

•

Public Sales

FARM- IS LOCATED 12 MILES SOUTHEAST
OF'PARIS. TENNESSEE
From Pans, Tenn. Take Hwy 69A Southeast 8 Miles
To Had-A-Call Grocery And Springville Post Office
Proceed North 4 miles TO Sale Site!

44

45

46

Saturday
8 A.M.
807 N. 18th

Signs Posted!

58 ACRES MORE OR LESS NEAR KENTUCKY LAKE
SO MANY THINGS IN THE WORLD ARE INSECURE
LAND ALWAYS REMAINS REAL AND IRREPLACEABLE!'
TERMS: 15*.Down Day Of Sale!
Balance Due Within 30 Days!
THE OWNER SAYS DO NOT REJECT ANY BIDS"

JAMES R. CASH

A
1

Carport
Sale
8th & Olive
Saturday
8 a.m.-?
Atari, furniture,
lamps, clothing,

Five Family
Yard Sale

ESTATE AUCTION

Saturday Only
8 till ?

Saturday June 2nd.930 AM,ESTATE of
the late Mr. & Mrs. LE.(Dick) Paschall,
south of Puryear. Tenn. on Hwy. 641.
ANTIQUES HANDED DOWN FOR
FOUR GENERATIONS
Solid Cherry Sugar Chest, Solid Cherry
Jackson Press (Hutch), Walnut Chest-On Chest, Oak Wash Stand, Oak Cabinet,
Walnut Bachelor's Chest, Walnut Table.
Oak Secretary, Small Walnut Table, Oak
n5r7APPrirWitlhut Spool Bed, Walnut Drop
Leaf Table, Duncan Phyfe Drum Table.
Duncan Phyfe Coffee Table. Duncan Phyfe
Dining Table & 6 Chairs, Hutch to match.
Goose Neck Rocker, Piano Stool, Oak
Shadow Box, Dishes, Glassware, 13 Pcs.
Vasalene (Glass), Preserve Stands, Pitchers, Creamers, Dinnerware.
Crystal, Glass, McCoy & Hull Vases, Oil
Lamps, Baskets. Old Razors, Old Quilts &
Tops, Dough Tray, Solid Leather Trunk,
Blue Back Spellers. Gold Dollar Stick Pin,
Shirley Temple Blue Pitcher,Ititchen Ironware, Crocks. Churns, Jugs, Dated Jars,
Wiretop. Jars, Silverware with Chest.
Garden • and- Hand Tools, Brass Knob
Hames, 410 Shot Gun. Lot of small items.
1904 Lehmann tin car (rare).

49

Used Cars

53. Services Offered

'53

1983 CADILLAC Coupe APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Devine, immaculate Kenmore, Westinghouse,
condition, very low Whirlpool 21 years exmiles, loaded with ex- perience Parts and sertras. Call 1-247-5840 for vice Bobby Hopplr.
details.
Bob's Appliance Service,
LONG back Dune 202 S 5th St. 753-4872,
Buggy with 1835 VW 753-8886 ihome).
motor, dual carbulator BLOCK Building,
with T trailer. Call after basements, garages,
6p.m. 354-8266 or 527- footing, floors. driveways Also brick work,
8063, Benton, Ky.
ONE of a kind Custom large or small jobs 24
1978 Trans AM, perfect years experience 7535476
condition, ps, pb, ac
auto., tilt, cruise.
e
in g
AM/FM cassette. Twin
removable hatch roof• Photography Let us
custom wheel/tires, IMP make your Wedding al
custom exhause and
memorable
motor, gold with gold • CARTER STUDIO
leather seat $5,400.
100 MAIN /93 8298
After 6p.m. 753-9463.
CUSTOM Bushogging
50 Used Trucks
Call 474-8091.

1976, CHEVY Van, good

condition. Call 759-1855
after 5p.m.
1977 MEVY Van, V.
automatic, new radials,
new alternator, new
battery, runs good,
body needs work. Best
offer. Call 438-2906.

Aluminum Service Co.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim work.
References. Call Will Ed
Bailey, 753-0689.

Services Offered

King Richard Drive
back of Sherwood
Forest
Look for
signs Clothes, infant
to adult, swing set,
toys, furniture, lots
more

24 Hour
Wrecker Service
759.1596

Thornton's
Body Shop

51. Campers
1970 SHASTA 14 ft. LAWN Mower and tiller

trailer, sleeps 6, stove, repair. 3 miles south on
2112 Coldwater Rd.
refrigerator, $850. Also 121. See Wayne and Kim
Murray, Ky.
1978 XL 175 Honda Dirt Wilson, 753-5086.
Bike, $150. Call after
LEE'S CARPET LICENSED Electrician
6p.m. 436-2455.
1D80 ROAD Ranger CLEANING. Murray's for, residential and
:
Car- commercial. Heating
Camper. 22 ft. self only, professional
contained. Many ex- pet Cleaning Company and air condition, gas
tras. One owner. Like with over 12 years Installation and repair
continuous local service Phone 753-7203.
new. 753-0176.
OVER cab truck cam- using the most powerful NEED work on your
pers, 10 ft. Holiday. 8 ft. cleaning system made. trees? Topping, prunSight Seer. Both have Hundreds of satisfied ing, shaping, complete
ovens and chemical repeat customers. removal and more. Call
toilets, $500 each. Licensed and Insured. ROVER'S TREE
We move the furniture SERVICE for ProPuryear, 247-5152.
free. Free estimates, 24 fessional tree care.
hour service, 753-5827.
52. Boats -Motors
753-0338.

Onutirs

CD PIONEER'

Real Estate

[7p

STROUT
REALTY

Lou Ann Philpot 753-6843
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
Jorkl. Kennon 436-5676
1912 Coldwater Road
Murray, Kentucky 42071
15021 753-0186
Anytime
JOE L KENNON
Broker
& Bonded

REAL ESTATE &
PERSONAL PROPERTY AUCTION

'
L
LISTING; Residential,
Investment, FmHA,
Land, Lake, Commercial,
Farms.' Murray'
Calloway Co. Realty,
753-8146 or Ron Talent,
753-9894.

49. Used Cars
1967 IAGITAR XKE
Coupe, rebuilt -engine,

new tires, excellent
condition. $9,500. Phone
753-6323 after 5p.m.
1969 FORD aalaxy 500,
44 Lots for Sale
excellent condition,
69,xxx miles. 474-2744.
ADJOINING Lots
Lakeway Shores ap- 1970 BEETLE V.W.,
proximately 1 acre. yellow, mint condition,
Reasonable. Call 1-615- many factory extras, no
rust, never wrecked.
791-0262.
Serious bids only. Call
753-8374 after 5p.m.
1972 VOLKSWAGEN
Convertible, white with
black top. Call 753-6114
after 5p.m.
1973 MEVY Impala,
good mechanical condition, many new engine parts, some body
rust, $650. 753-8291
1975 CITTLASg
Supreme, runs excel4:00 P.M. - RAIN OR SHINE
lent, body fair. $1,500.
Call 753-9311.
1975 GRAND Torino
Elite, needs engine
work. $700. 753-8295
after 4p.m.
1975 Til8IRD with power
11 Miles South Of Murray, Ky. 11 Miles North Of Paris, Tn.
and air, good condition.
Priced to sell, $1,000.
437-4399.
S. 4.
1978 CAMARO, ps, pb,
;
air, good condition. Call
753-8875.
1976 GRAND Prix, good
condition, full power,
$1,500. Call 762-2458 ask
for Kharnis.
Brick Du ex
1976 VOLVO 245 DL
Station Wagon, air,
AM/FM, one owner,
less than 47,000 miles.
Call 753-9452
1978 T-BIRD, baby blue
with white top, loaded
Brick Duplexe, Each Unit Having Two Bedrooms,
with equipment. $2.6.50.
437-4808.
Living Rooms, Baths, And Large Kitchens. There
1979 AMX, good tires:
Are Separate Central Heat And Air Condition60 series, white lettered.
Mags, thin wheels, ps,
ing Systems. For The Land Lord That Is Handy
pb, air, red. louvers.
Also 1973 Yamaha 500
With Touching Things Up, This Property Could
Street Bike, new tires.
Soon Be Made As Clean As A Pen.
Both good condition.
Must see to appreciate.
MAKE A WISE INVESTMENT! TAKE TIME TO BE AT THIS
753-2848 after 4p m. or see
7
6
t 1
1
a
AUCTION READY TO BID AND BUY. ABSOLUTELY THE
Ryan Ave
LAST BIDDER WILL BUY THIS PROPERTY!!
179 T-BIRD. good
condition, good tires,
$3,250 or will consider
MUMS: 15% Down, Balance Within IS Boys!
trade for large newer
car. 753-2515.
1984 in-rDS Ciera
Brviagham,-V-6, 4 dr-auto. transmission.
THE AUCTIONEER a REAL ESTATE BROKER
loaded..4_9_, 4 9 5 .
1-382-2260, Lynn Grove
FANCY FARM, KENTUCKY
1984 FO
Tempo.
excellent condition, low
(502) 6234466 OR (502) 6234388
miles, no down, take
TENN. FIRM #806 TENN. AUC. LIC. #930
over payments
759-1796

Leslie B. Paschall Adm.
Lunch Available.
Freeman Earhart
Auctioneer
•

AUCTION

REAL ESTATE AUCTION
SATURDAY, JUNE 2, 1984

PURYEAR HEIGHTS SUBDIVISION

PURYEAR, TENNESSEE

"SELLING AT ABSOLUTE AUCTION"
NO MINIMUMS! * * * NO REJECTIONS!

JAMES R. CASH

•m•

-411.11144.•-.4%
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Real Estate to be sold at 12:00 Noon
Real Estate:
Tract: No. 1 45.67 Acres of Good Farm Land
Presently in Wheat
Tract: No. 2 1.15 Acres with 3 bedroom,
2 bath, Brick home. 1384 sq. ft.
living area plus carport and
Fireplace - Very Good Condition
Tract: No. 3 80.17 Acres. Mostly wooded
with approximately 15 acres
cleared.
Tracts will be sold separately and then combined
as follows: Tract Nos. 1 & 2 then Tract No s 1, 2 & 3.
Real Estate Terms: 10% Down day of sale. Balance
with Deed in 30 days. Possession with Deed on Tract
No's 2 & 3. Possession Tract No. 1 after Wheat is
harvested.
Personal Property:
8 day striking clock with oak case, small 3-tier table, maple
desk & (*flair, nice maple table & chairs: oak hutch, nice couch
8r chair,odd chairs, recliner, corner table. color TV..small chest.
table lamps. kerosene lamps. small lamp tables, electric sewing machine,'card table lir chairs. 2-Nice bedroom suites, frost
free refrigerator. electric stove, automatic washer & dryer, electric fan, some old glass & china, pots & pans. some pink & green
depression, silverware, split hickory feed basket, buttermilk pitcher, cast iron pieces. Remington double barrel shotgun, Reminion 22 rifle..22 Pistol. 10' extension ladder, brass knob-names.
straight chairs, wheel barrow, fruiejars, hand & garden tools,
nice Arien riding mower,'8 h.p. electriiLstart. nice 1980 Buick
Regal 4 9 litre motor, power steering, air & brakes

Personal Property Term: Cash Day of Sale
Announcements Made Day of Sale
Take Precedence Over Printed Matter
Owner:
C. Ray Johnson Estate
Addice Reed &
Mable Copeland
Co -Executrix
7534222

uctionerer -Dan Miller

Call Kopperud Realty 353-1222 For Additional
Information Or Inspection Of The Propertty

,
.• •
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Services Offered

53

Services Offered
---

guaranteed. Free es• too big or too small Call WILL mow lawns. Have
timates on request. Call 901243.4104 ask for own mower. Low rates
anytime, 438-2218.
Danny
759-4027.
GENERAL HOME lvfOODY'S Welding, WILL video tape wedREPAIR. 15 years ex- Fabrication. Lawn ding or any special
perience. Carpentry, Mower, Tiller Repair event. Call 753-7521 or
concrete, plumbing, and Sharpening, Or- 753-4410.
roofing, siding. NO namental Iron 753-5668
JOB TO SMALL. Free
Aluminum and Vinyl
estimates. Days 753irrgation-ResKlennel
siding and Aluminum
6973, nights 474-2276.
CAMPBELL WELL
trim for all houses It
JOE ISonney I 'McKinDFULLING
stops painting
McKenzie In
ney Appliance Service
Coll
Coll.,
All makes and models
Jack Glover
901 352 3671
0,
(Authorized Service on
753-1873
901
352
5704
Montgomery Ward ApFree E•tirrtat••
pliances r . Located at
George Hodge and Son
TREEWORK, complete
Used Furniture Store
removal, topping or
ODD
specialist,
job
753-8505,
ceiling fans, electrical, trimming. Explumbing, fencing You perienced.. Reasonable
name it, I do it. You rates. 75341211buy, I -install. You WE Buy - Sell and
break, I fix. Call 436- Repair Used Air Conditioners. Dill Electric
2888.
753-9104.
ROOFING, Painting

GAR STEREO

43

53

ELECTRICAL and MASONARY Work, CARPENTER work.
Plumbing-7014r 30 brick, block and stucco, painting. roto tilling. By
years experience. Work foundation repair No job hour or job. 753-0790.

14 Fr. Fiberglass Bass
Boat with trailer and 20
hp Mercury motor.
$1,500. Sealy full size
mattress and box
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
springs, 1 week old $300.
247-5541
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
16 FT. Caravelle, 45
•
OVER
Chrysler, Gator trailer,
•
20 YEARS
$1,500. 16 ft. Glaspar, 55
SOLID
WOOD CABINETS & •
F XPERIENCE
Chrysler, Glaspar
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry •
trailer, $800. Two 17 ft.
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES •
Alum. Canoes, like new,
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
8250 each. Puryear,
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING •
247-5152.
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop Sy & se. Our Display •
1982 24 FT. Harris
•
Sandpipper Pontoon, 60 I/ 1212 Main Murray, Ky.
753-5940•
•
motor,
Evinrude
4 7 . Motorcycles
••••••••••••••••••• •
hard top, full furniture.
1981 YAMAHA XS-1100, 437-4956.
excellent condition,
DEPTH Finder, Trollunder 10,000 miles, well
Motor repairs. Facmaintained, with ex- ing
tory authorized parts
tras. Call 492-8807.
and warranty service.
450 HONDA Motorcycle. Lowrance, Minn-Kota,
Call 759-1417.
Motor Guide. ECHO
SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
ELECTRONICS,
48 Auto Services
Dixieland
Center Open Til 6
Paducah, Ky. 442-7673.
CAR Batteries, 24
series, 36 month
guarantee, $27.99; 60
month guarantee,
$37.99; 27 series, 36
month guarantee,
$32.99: 60 month
guarantee. $39.99.
Wallin Hardware,
Saturday, June 2, 1984 at 10:00 A.M.
Paris, TN.
on
Hwy. 464 21
/
2 Miles West of Kirksey
GOOD Reconditioned
Auto Batteries,
RAIN OR SHINE
guaranteed! $15 exchange. Call 753-3711.

etc.

/A. AUCTIONEER 8 REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM. KENTUCKY
(502) 623-8466 OR (502) 623-6386
TENN FIRM 4806 TENN AUC LIC
930

Homes for Sale

3 BR brick ranch, 2 car
attached garage with
opener, beautiful corner
lot, living room/dining
L, eat-in kitchen, dishwasher, stove, pantry,
family room w/
fireplace, 2.full baths,
walk in closet, stereo
system, patio, heat
pump, mint condition.
Many extras in Bagwell
Manor. 759-1006.
ABOUT 1 mile south of
New Providence, included is a good electric
cook stove, refrigerator, air conditioner and
gas heater. Call
492-8316.
ASSUMABLE VA loan.
Fixed 11% percent interest. 7 room brick.
Fenced yard. Call owner, 753-7217.
ROME FOR SALE 114
GATESBOROUGH.
Custom built. 3 BR, 2
bath, with beautiful
landscaping. ASSUMABLE LOAN.
FIXED RATE. Owner
relocating. Call
759-4787.
HOUSE, about 1 mile
South of New Providence,
included is a good cook
stove, refrigerator, air
conditioner and gas heater. Call 492-8316.
REDUCED $14,500.
OWNER S,AIDS
SELL!!! the bargain is
YOURS, located at 506
Cherry Street, this
home now offered at
$30500. This home is
priced for below replacement cost! 3 BR,
living room, den, kitchen. MUST see this
home. Call Spann
Realty Associates. 7537724 or 753-7726.

YARD
SALE

HENRY CO. TENN. FARM LAND

Farms for Sale

23 ACRES with house
and out building, 15
acres tillable, 7 acres
woods in 2 tracks, easy
access to town many
additional features.
Reasonable price. 7591816.

58 ACRES MORE OR LESS
SELLING BY DEED
SELLING ABSOLUTE' NO MINIMUMS' NO REJECTIONS'
The Farm Lays Level To Gently Rolling And Is In A Good
State Of Cultivation. That Is. Practically All Tillable
There Is A Considerable Amount Of Paved Road Frontage And The Farm Certainly Deserves Looking Into!

Lots for Sale

AURORA one to 10 acres
wooded Kentucky Lake
area, from $3,995, nothing
down, from $39 month, for
home, mobile home, free
information phone Mr
Shell 1.800 521 4996

3 PARTY
YARD
SALE

horses, Red Roan,
Blase. stockings, extra
nice. Beautiful and
gentle. Each $575
Puryear, 247-5152.

Couch.' chair, 2
twin
size
box
springs,
frames,
table, crendenza, pet
cages, wallpaper,
household items,
clothing,
girls
games, etc.

=IP

41

• -
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Concrete Work. All
types of construction
work. Free estimates
Quality Work. Herb
Harris, 474-8839

56.Free Column
FREE Rittens Good
mousers Inside or outside pets 753-3474

First Class Repair Service
on Stereo's & TV's
Work Guaranteed

World of Sound
222 S. 12th St.

753-5865
^1••••••..c•-

TLC
Professional Cleaning
Carpets DRY Cleaned
Floors stripped, refinished,
wash walls, windows, etc.
We clean ,everything with

TENDER LOVING CARE
LOCAL - MATURE - DEPENDABLE
REFERENCES
Check Our Economical Prices
759-9754
759-1834
ABSOLUTE AUCTION SALE
Saturday, Jyne 9, 1 PM
To settle the Estate of Rex. C Beach
69 Acres in 3 tracts
Brick House - Personal Property
Kirksey, KY.
Location: Beach Road 3/4 nine off
Highway 229. From the intersection if
Highway 464 and Highway 299 at
Kirksey, KY 90 North /
1
2 mile on
Highway 299 to Beach Road. Go west
on Beach Road 3/4 mile to sale site.
FARM NO. 1
This 24 acre farm lays level to gently
rolling, practically all tillable and is made
up primarily of Grenada silt loam. It
fronts a paved road on 2 sides. This farm
has a 1.1 acre dark fired tobacco base
and a 47 pound Burley Tobacco base.
FARM NO. 2
This 40 acre farm lays level to rollling
and is about 90% tillable. It is made up
primarily of Grenada silt loam. This land
is situated about 1 mile West of Farm
No. 1 and is approximately 1/2 mile off
of Beach Road. Its water supply comes
from a spring. This farm is very desirable
for pasture land.
BRICK HOUSE AND 5 ACRES
The 4 bedroom brick house also has
a living room, kitchen and dining area,
utility room, bath and attached double
garage. This house is 2 story in style
with 2 bedrooms on the upper level It
has storm windows and doors, window
air condition unit, both Electric and Gas
heat and is surrounded by mature shade
trees. Other improvements consist of a
stock barn, tobacco barn and smoke
house
PERSONAL PROPERTY
Arien's 8hp 32" cut riding mower. 3
old dressers with mirrors, 2 old beds, 2
metal beds, camelback trunk, 110 volt
Tempmaster window air conditioner (like
new), 30" GE Range (white), 17.5 cu
ft. Admiral Frost Free Refrigerator with
Freezer (Coppertone), 30" Tappan gas
range (Coppertone), 21" Sears Console
TV, 19" RCA TV, drum table, old floor
lamp, gas space heater, dining room
table with 5 chairs, server, Lane cedar
chest, 2 recliner chairs, couch, old radio,
end table, odd chairs, swivel rocker, quilt
frame, 250 gallon gasoline ;fink with
stand, Maytag washer (white), Kenmore
dryer (white), curtain stretcher, lamps,
vacuum cleaner, kitchen utensils, clock.
Yard tools, lawn chairs, many items too
numerous to mention.
THESE 3 TRACTS WILL BE SOLD INDIVIDUALLY AND THEN OFFERED IN
COMBINATIONS.
TERMS.
Personal Property
Cash
Real Estate - 20% down day of sale,
balance with deed within 30 days
Possession with deed.

e.tie
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REAL ESTATE & AUCTION CO.
811 Paris Rood
Mayfield, KY 42066
Phoni (502) 247-1385
C W Shelton, Auctioneer
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MSU Upward Bound project awarded funding
The Upward hound $167,108 by the U.S. programs.
Project at Murray State Department of' EducaDr. Kerry Kerber,
University has been tion for continuation of director of special proawarded funding of its college preparation grams at Murray State,

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

et.'!
(White N & M)

Check Our Other Selection
of Spring Dress Shoes, Casuals,
and Sandals at 20% off

Stock Market
+ 2.05
I.B.M

Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs dr Stratton
Chrysler
Dupont
Ford . . G.A.F
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich
Goodyear
Home Health
Care America

Central Shopping Ctr.
Open Nights
Sundays 1-5

INVESTMENTS

40% + 7,4
29 unc
15% unc
28% + %
22% +
47 + %
36% +
18 unc
62% + 14
31 + 14
277ii
23% '
4
7

Jerrico
J.C.Penney
Johnson & Johnson
Kmart
Mary Kay Cosm
Penwalt
- - Quaker Chits
Sears
Stuart Hall
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
A.L. Williams
C.E.F. Yield

+ 1/8

108 +%
13% +14
50% +%
• 30% -%
28% +%
12 unc
32% -%
-58% +14
54
35%

+4
-14

31% unc
36% +14
15% +%
9 unc
10.15

WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS - MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

PRICES GOOD
THRU 6-6-84

said the purpose of Upward Bound is to identify
and assist high school
youth who have the
potential to succeed in
college but who may
need the motivation,additional skills and/or
financial aid to attend.
"The need for education beyond high school
is becoming increasingly
important in today's
fast-paced world where
technology
and
knowledge are constantly.extianding," he added.
"We're happy to be funded so that Upward Bound
can continue the broad
range of activities that
help prepare young people from Western Kentucky for the_ challenges
of the future."
A six-week summer
residential program at
Murray State simulates
a college experience for
Upward Bound students.
Academic, counseling
and enrichment programs help them solve
problems and learn new

ideas while they are on
the campus.
A program during the
academic year provides
seminars and educational activities that give
students the information
and guidance they need
to help in the selection of
courses of study and colleges to attend.
To participate in Upward Bound, students
in-at agree to enroll in a
college preparatory curriculum at their high
school, receive tutoring
if needed, attend all Upward Bound events each
year'and attend the college of their choice after
high school, graduation.
Project activities are
provided free of charge
for all participating
students.
Seventy-five students
from the eight counties
of the Jackson Purchase
in Kentucky will be involved in the 20th annual
summer residency program at Murray State
this year June 4-July -20.

COW30
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We Honestly Have The Best Meats In Town!
SPkie
Kraft

IWIRACLE
wHIP kind
$1 19 -

Questions: Did.George Washington really chop down
his father's cherry tree? Wht is unusual about those
Japanese cherry trees in Washington, D.C.? How are
firecrackers used in cherry orchards? What happens to
a cherry tree when you transplant it in the tropics? What
is the greatest amount of cherries ever eaten at one
sitting?
Answers: First, George did not chop down that cherry
tree. According to Parson Weems' book "Thi Life of
Washington" ,— which is where the legend started — he
merely "tried the edge of his hatchet on the body of a
beautiful young English cherry tree, which he barked so
terribly that I don't believe the tree ever got the better
of it."
. .
..
As to those Japanese cherry trees in our nation's
I capital, they are indescribably beautiful during cherry
blossom time...but they don't produce any edible
cherries.
The firecrackers? Well, it seems that birds are a real
nuisance in cherry orchards at harvest time. And the
firecrackers are simply used to frighten them off.
What happens to a cherry tree if you transplant it in
the tropics? Why, it stops bearing cherries and becomes
an evergreen!
And finally, the champion cherry eater of all time just
\ has to be a 17th century gourmet named Nicholas Wood.
I don't believe it any more -than you do, but history
records that he once put-away 60 pounds of cherries at
one sitting.
Modern canning and freezing have made cherlies a
treat you can enjoy any time. And Owen's prices made
them a treat you can afford any time. Come see!

Fo/ytt-
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Hyde Park

COFFEE

LARGE
EGGS

1 Lb. Can

$ 1 69
Limit

1

With $ 15 00 Additional
Purchase Excluding Dairy
And Tobacco Products

Do7

With $15 00 Additional
Purchase Excluding Dairy
And Tobacco Products

hilaera

With $15 00 Additional
Purchase Excluding Dairy
And Tobacco Products

White House 32 oz.

690 Hunt's 8 oz.8

APPLE JUICE

TOMATO SAUCE
Glad Lawn & Leaf

Mussleman's 25 oz. Cherry
PIE

FILLING
Mussleman's 25 oz. Apple

PIE FILLING
Mussleman's 25 oz. Peach

Hyde Par', 8 oz

4/$ 1

POTATO

$ 1 59 BAGS
Swifts Vienna

5 ct. 99°

99c SAUSAGE

5 oz.

CHIPS

49°
Gravy Train 5 Lb.

PIE

FILLING
Hunt's Manwhich

DOG FOOD
Morton's 5 Lb.

SAUCE
Reynolds 100 ft.

/5 oz.

79° CANNING

SALT
Pickle King Colored Distilled

25 Feet of Foil Free — Save 73'
Lemon Scent
CASCADE
IBC 6 Pk.

35 oz.

ROOT BEER

VINEGAR
Luck's 15Y2 oz.

$1 69 BEANS
IBC 2 Liter

89°
Wesson 38 or

Gal. 99°

w/pork

2
/
8
9°

$169 ROOT BEER

$ 1 19

OIL

Ocean Spray Cranberry
64 oz

.IIIICE COCKTAIL
Sod Life P;ilk

USDA Choice

Field's

Ore Ida

SALMON

15 4
1 oz.

POTATO
PATTIES

WIENERS
1 Lb

fi0 Ct Glad Food

79„°

$ 13
9

STORAGE BAGS

waves,
""-N, '
web
1,••

(--; •

USDA Choice Boneless Chicken

FRY STEAK

Fancy Green
lb

ONIONS

Fields 1 Lb Sliced

Owens Best Deli

4

Bunches

1 Lb. Bag Cello

Ow

U.S.D.A. Choice Extra Lean

CARROTS

BBQ BEEF

GROUND CHUCK

New Crop Green

BACON
GROUND ROUNat,

CABBAGE

17°

lb

California Bing
Ii)

U.S.D.A Choice Boneless Sirloin

TIP STEAK

CHERRIES

lb

89°

-„

!!?

Eckrich 1 Lb Pkq

Long Green Slicing

ROLOGNA

CUCUMBERS

$359

Best

BBQ CHICKEN

$ 1 89

Emge American

CHEESE

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless Sirloin

TIP ROAST

's Best

OlV011's

USDA Choice Extra Lean

'429

ROAST BEEF

4/s1

$2
39

Big Eye

SWISS CHEESE

$329
It)

Owens Best Boneless Pit

BAKED HAM
a.

$349
lb

-•••••.••-'
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